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Some Hospital Sections In September




officials continue to aim at an early
September opening time for some
sections of the newly built northwest
wing of the tear medic-41 facility.
And, in a Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Board session Thursday night,
officials learned of a timetable for per-
floor completion of the Medical Arts
Building, another part of the current
hospital building program.
Construction Cost Consultants, a
construction managment company
working with hospital officials on the
Medical Arts Building project, say
Lmedical equipment, carpeting and
tiling in some first floor suites may be
done by early October.
Officials still note hospital con-
struction is behind schedule and at least
one board member, Calloway County
JudgeExecutive Robert 0. Miller said
he is in favor of filing suit if contract
completion deadlines are not met.
Officials are also scaling upward
estimates fin the Medical Arts
Building.The original contract amount
on the three story structure next to the
hospital was $1,146,605. The total
contract amount to date is estimated at
$1,704,237, according to Construction
Cost Consultants figures. Murray_
Calloway County Hospital
Administrator Stuart Poston said
Thursday night,"With the additions of
third floor suites and other suites we're
run over our original contract bid. It'll
probably be another $100,000 before R's
finished."
The local hospital is currently facing
bonded indebtedness in excess of
$6,250,000, with interest payments at
some $30,000 per month. Neither the
newly built 'hospital wing nor the
Medical Arts Building is making money
as of yet, officials note.
Poston said the second floor of the
newly built northwest hospital wing will
probably be ready for occupancy Sept.
1 and the convalescent floor about a
week later. "We'll be ready for
demolition of the old building (the old
convalescent structure that now houses
long term care patients and some
doctors' offices) if we have some
doctors out. The key to that is getting
some of the medical arts building done
for some doctors," Poston said.
The administrator said work on a
$130,000 culvert in a creek on the south
_ side of the hospital and Medical Arts
Building should be complete in another
two weeks.
In other hospital board business
Thursday night:
-A validation survey team for U.S.





Mayor Melvin B. Henley, in a
sweeping reorganization and moder-
nization of the city's Human Rights
Program, has named 15 prominent
citizens to membership on the Murray
Human Rights Commission, ano has
designated Rev. William Porter to be
its chairman.
At its first meeting under the
chairmanship of Rev. Porter this week
the Commission transacted numerous
items of business, including election of
officers, establishment of standing
committees and regular meeting dates,
and a review of City Ordinance 516
establishing a Human Rights Com-
mission for the City of Murray
originally passed in 1970. The ordinance
has been extensively revised and up-
dated, and at the last Murray Common
Council meeting was approved on first
reading. It is expected to come into
effect after second reading at the
Council meeting to be held August 31.
"The important thing here," said
Mayor Henley, commenting on the






jury sitting here has returned in-
dictments against a Murray man and a
McKenzie, Tenn., man in connection
with alleged interstate transport of
obscene materials.
Indicted were Charles Clevenger, 42,
Murray, and Donald Traywick,
McKenzie, Tenn., both operators of
Fantasy Isle, a Murray business
located on 15th Street near the Murray
State University campus.
According to reports, the indictment
alleges the two 'ere involved in in-
terstate transport and foreign com-
merce for the purpose of sale and
distribution of obscene, lewd, ladvious
and filthy films, pictures and other
matters of indecent and immoral
character. The indictment refers to
actions that allegedly occured between
April 25 and July 28 of this year.
The two are also charged on state
warrants and Murray City Police,
which started the investigation, has
charged Clevenger with promoting
prostitution.
Regents Meet
The Murray State University board of
regents will meet Sunday, Aug. 20, at 2
.m. in the regent!' meeting room on
TtbneW—S-pleleirttini-
CB Ill pus.
Three of the items listed on the
agenda for the meeting concern per-
sonnel policies for the university.
Other items include discussion on a
policy dealing with the executive
responsibilities of the university
president and an executive session for
diiscuseion of a personnel matter
is in being, organized, and ready to go.
We think it is a significant step forward
for the City to reaffirm and committ
itself unequivocally to local, state, and
national efforts to eliminate
discrimination against any individual
or group because of race, color, creed,
sex, age, or national origin. A truly
outstanding group of Murray citizens -
representing a cross section of social,
economic, cultural, and racial groups
- has responded to a need to serve its
city at the 'grass roots level' in assuring
that each and every citizen of Murray is
accorded equal rights. I ask the people
of Murray to give the commission
fullest cooperation and support."
Officers elected by the commission._
(except Chairman Porter, appointed by
the Mayor) are: Catheryn Jackson,
vice chairman; Connie Rutledge,
secretary; and Dave Willis, treasurer.
Four standing committees were
established: housing and municipal
services, employment, education, and
communication and information.
Committee assignments and chairmen
will be announced at the next meeting.
The Commission will meet regularly in
the City Hall Council Room at 5 : 30 p.m.
on the third Wednesday of each month,
and at other times as necessary. All
meetings will be open and the public is
invited.
The 15 Winliededi-dhe Commission
named by Mayor Henley are: Lochie
Christopher, Charlotte Sturm, Marshall
Jones, Dave Willis, Clara Bramley,
Betty Lowry, Robert Glen Jeffrey,
Jerome Brandon, Peter Wheiey, Connie
Rutledge, William Porter, Rev. C. E.
Timberlake, Catheryn Jackson, Lloyd
Arnold, and F. A. Cogdell.
Any citizen of Murray who wishes to
file a Complaint of Discrimination
based on race, color, religion, national
origin, sex, or age may contact
Chairman Porter or any officer or
member of the Commission, a
spokesman said.
inside today 
Welfare are expected to visit the
hospital Aug. 30 and 31 for a follow-up
survey to a recent accreditation team
visit. According to Poston, the local
hospital is only one of two in the state
chosen for the visit by the HEW team.
Poston said the validation surveys-are
usually done to spot check surveys that
accreditation teams do.
-In a comparative report of
professional performance for July, the
hospital admitted 700 patients in July;
the facilitz has admitted 2,701 patients
through Jidy-of this-year COL 
2,549 by the same time last year. The
average percentage of occupancy last
month was 84.1 percent compared to
88.9 percent the same month last year.
And the hospital recorded 300 patients
operated on in July, an all-time high,
Poston said. - - -
SUMMER VACATION ENDS - For students attending Calloway County School System, summer vacation officially
ended today and the 1978-79 school year officially began. Here, students leave buses at North Elementary. County
school superintendent Jack Rose said today that no major problems occurred on the first day back to school other
than some traffic jams at the elementary schools. Students attended an abbreviated school day today and attend a




Calloway County Fiscal Court ac-
cepted final titles to surplus equiprdent
currently in use here, and okayed an
agreement "leasing: _portions _Qf
eourthouse to-the ante-a-Kentucky-7, in
a session Thursday afternoon.
In a regular monthly session,
magistrates Gil Hopson, Tommy
Bogard, Billy Erwin and Dan Bazzell
accepted titles to equipment, most of
which is federal surplus acquired
through the cooperative efforts of the
federal Economic Development
Administration and the Jackson
Purchase Local Officials Organization.
On the list were trucks, cranes, dozers,
and other equipment,the greater
portion in use by the county road
department.
Magistrates also Thursday okayed a
tentative lease with Kentucky
Administrative Office of the Courts to
rent practically all of the second floor of
the county courthouse to the state.
District and circuit court offices, plus
the circuit courtroom and other related
office spaces, currently occupy that
level of the public structure.
According to county judgeexecutive
Robert O. Miller, the county is asking $5
per square foot rental on the office
space .or $25,575 a year. Magistrates
okayed the pact and gave Miller the
authority to sign the agreement if state
officials approve of it. The agreement
gives the state exclusive use of the area
but only for court purposes, Miller said.
Magistrates Thursday accepted a
petition from Larry Lee Hale to
discontinue and .abandon a road run-
ning through Hale's property described
as a part of the "old" Coy Road running
through Hale's property north to Coy
Road's inteersection with Haley Road.
The roadway is located in northeastern
Calloway County,
Mental Health- Retardation Association
Closes Children's Day Care Center
Following a close evaluation of its
utilization and other comparable
programs, the Murray-Calloway
County Mental Health-Mental Retar-
dation Association has closed its
children's day care center in Murray.
Several months ago, the local
association, together with the Western
Kentucky Regional Mental Health-
Mental Retardation Board announced
the local program would be evaluated,
not only in regards to its utilization, but
in relation to what benefits could be
derived from phasing out the children's
center and expanding the adult
program.
According to Dr. Charles McArthur,
executive director of the regional
board, with the closing of the children's
center, the adult program will now
move from the Murray-Calloway
County Comprehensive Care Center,
located on Main Street, to the building
next door formerly occupied by the Day
Care Center
lin announcing the closing, Keith
•Hays, chairman of the Murray-
Calloway County Mental Health-Mental
Retardation Association, indicated that
Where Do Insurance Decals Go?
one of the prime factors for closing the
local program was the availability of an
almost identical program located on
the campus of Murray State operated
by the West Kentucky Educational
Cooperative.
Hays said,"Without the additional
space now available in the area oc-
cupied by the Day Care Center, our
local association was only capable of
serving eight adults. We have been able
to locate and identify numerous other
adults for whom mental health and
mental retardation services were
simply not available. Now, we will be
able to provide these services to more
adults while the children are al.do being
served."
The final day of operation for the
children's center is today. Hays said
registration for adults with develop-
mental disabilities, mental health or
mental retardation problems is
currently underway at the Murray-
Calloway County Mental Health Center.
For registration information, visit the
center at 702 West Main in Murray or
call Don Brock, center supervisor at
753-6622, Hays said.
McGuffey Clarifies Sticker 'Confusion'
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - State
Insurance Commissioner_ Harold
McGuffey admits the is Ili's-state of
confusion" regarding where to put
motor vehicle insurance stickers -- and
admits it was a decision by him which
led to the confusion.
However, McGuffey defended his
actions Thursday, saying a 1978 law
requiring the stickers was unen-
forceable as written.
The stickers must be displayed on
automobiles and other vehicles
beginning Sept. Ito show the owner has
liability insurance as required by law.
While McGuffey agreed that the law
clearly states the stickers must be
placed in the lower left-hand corner of
Two Sections -SS Pages
Kentucky State Fair winds up this week with a
number of activities on tab. A complete rundown of
the state fair in Louisville appears today on Page 10-
A, along with a column about the annual event by the
governor of Kentucky.
hot and humid today's index
Mostly sunny hot and humid
today with widely scattered
afternoon and evening thun-_tesassemaiistio jaujjeszia 40.4t
upper 90s. Becoming fair and
warm tonight. Lows in the low to
mid 70s. Partly sunny continued
hot and humid Saturday with
scattered afternoon . thun-
derstorms Highs in the low to
mid 90s.
Church Page 4-B
Classifieds 5-B, 6-B, 7-B, 8-B
Comics 5-B
Crosswords 5-B
a unera  A
Horoscope  2-A, . • .
Lers Stay Well  2-A






the rear window, he sent instructions to
insurance companies that they should
be placed on the front windshield.
The blue and white stickers - many
_ft which have already been mailed to
motorists by their insurance companies
- have similar instructions printed on
them.
McGuffey said the move was
recommended by a task force he ap-
pointed to study the problem, but he
took full responsibility for the final
decision.
"I just took it on myself to put in the
left hand corner of the front wind-
shield," McGuffey said. "I approved
it."
McGuffey said the problem was the
large number of motor vehicles which
do not have rear windows or whose rear
windows cannot be easily seep by a law
enforcement officer. He cited as
examples motorcycles, certain jeeps,
tractor trailer rigs, some pickup trucks
and vehicles used in towing.
"There is no question that the
Legislature overlooked in its final
hustle-bustle days the possibility of so
many vehicles not having rear win-
dows," McGuffey said.
"There is also no question that the
Legislature wants it put in the back,"
he said. "But I couldn't do it the way the
bill read.
"I took risks in doing it, and I know a
number of legislators will be unhappy
with me, but I had to make a tough
decision," McGuffey said.
One group of lawmakers that was
unhappy Thursday was the Joint
Interim Committee on Banking and
Insurance, which adopted a resolution
strongly critical of McGuffey's
decision.
The resolution came after committee
member, Rep. Steve Wilborn, D-
Shelbyville, showed the committee his
automobile insurance stickers with the
contradictory instructions.
The resolution also asked McGuffey
to tell insurance companies to im-
mediately inform their insured
motorists of what constitutes proper
placement of the stickers.
However, McGuffey said he hadn't
decided if he would write a clarifying
letter to the various insurance com-
panies.
Murray Head Start Program
To Feature Home Based' Plan
A new "home-based" program will
be incorporated into the Murray Head
Start program this year, which will be
serviing children in both the city and
the county.
According to local Head Start of-
ficials, the federally funded program
will increase its enrollment for the 1978-
de school year. The program is for low
income pregichool children and accepts
both handicapped and a few over-
Aug. 21, between 9 a.m. and 11 a.m. and
from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. The center is
located on North 16th Street next to the
MSU Student Center building.
The Head Start spokesman said that
children do not attend on the
registration day and that the kin-
dergarten class will begin. August 28.
For more information about the
program and to determine eligibility,
call the Head Start office. 753-7286,
between 8 am. and 3 p.m.
Kentucky Dam Village Lodge
Will Be Renamed For Ward
The new homtei-t=r7granWirrV.1141"..""4 "
f primary benefit to three, four and
five year old city or county children,
who do not have transportation to
regular preschool programs
Registration for the program will be
held in the Head Start Classroom in the
Early Childhood Center on the Murray
State Unversity Campus on Monday,
GILBERTSVILLE, Ky. 1AP) - The
72-r5om lodge at Kentucky Dam Village
Stlite Park will be renamed on Satur-
day as Henry Ward Lodge in honor of
the man credited with developing the
state park system.
In the eight years Ward served as
conservation commissioner, new parks
were openea -
commodation.s were added to existing
parks.
Ward also was instrumental in
arranging for the purchase of Kentucky
Dam Village from the federal govern-
ment which had used the area to house
workers building Kentucky Dam
•




Let's Stay Well By F J L Blasulgame MD
Use Of Marijuana And Its Effects
On Dental Patients
Q. Mr. N. L. asks for
accurate information
about the number of per-
sons who use marijuana.
He wants to know If its use
is on the increase.
A. According to an arti-
cle by Leonard Horowitz,
D.M.D., and Robert Nersa-
sian, D M.D.. ,published
several monthsago in the
Journal of the American
Dental Association, mari-
juana may be used-tky up to
300 million persons
—.S1a4s---osssr44:-
- These authors quote a 1974
report by the Department
of Health, Education, and
Welfare which stated that
an estimated 50 percent of
American college-age per-
sons used the drug in 1972
and estimate that its use
would rise to 66 percent of
young adults by 1980. This
..report estimated that
tfabout eight percent of col-
.:lege-age persons smoked
.:Inarijuana on a daily basis.
.The number is considered
to be increasing.
These authors claim that
-the use of marijuana is so
.lorevalent and its effects so
potent on the nervous sys-
.tern that dentists have to
be on the alert about the
:added adverse effects of
iocal anesthetics in dental
ork. They could cause a
.iignificant drop in blood
pressure with a tendency
to faint and produce irreg-
ularities of the heartbeat
iarrhythmiasi.
These observations sug-
gest that a person who
regularly uses marijuana
or who has' used it shortly
before seeing his dentist
should let him know of its
use if the dentist has to use




Q: Mr. P. 0. writes to
ask if the regular drinking
of buttermilk sold in gro-
cery stores has any special
health benefits.
A: Buttermilk has cer-
tain benefits as a food, but
they 'should not be re-
garded as unique from a
health or nutritional stand-
point.
The tangy taste is popu-
lar with many perlons.
Some feel that they digest
buttermilk more easily
than sweet milk.
Buttermilk is an excel-
lent source of calcium,
complete proteins, and ri-
boflavin one of the forms
of vitamin B).
In former years, butter-
milk was a by product of
churning sour milk and




R a different set °flaws. 61).
€120 All Seats $2.50
prepared commercially by
adding a culture of milk-
souring bacteria to fresh
skim milk and pasteuriz-
ing it at higher tempera-
tures for a longer period of
time. Flecks of butter and
salt may be added to im-
prove the taste.
Buttermilk is useful in
cooking and serves as an
appetizing drink. When
made with skim milk, an
eight ounce glass of butter-
milk contains about 100
'ainriç This low_caloric
content makes buttermilk









Baby Boy Smith (Janice),
Rt. 7, Mayfield. .
DISMISSALS
Marcellous D. Foster, 402 N
2nd, Murray, Mrs. Duvonne
Cope, Rt. 2, Benton, Paul E.
Wood, Rt. 1, Puryear, Tenn.,
Christy K. Waldrop, Rt. 1,
Sedalia, Dennis E. Schroader,
Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs. Lucy L.
Salyer, Rt. 4, Benton, Mrs.
Zada Phillips, Rt. 3, Calvert
City, Mrs. Shirley A. Murray,
Rt. 7, Box 665, Murray, Ronald
W. McCoy, Rt. 3, Murray,
John McCabe Jr., 1200 W.
Math, Murray, Thomas 'S.
Keaton, Rt. 6 - Box 348,
Murray, Mrs. Joyce E.
Haynes, fit. 1, Palmersville,
Tenn., Ashley S. Garner, Rt. 2,
Murray, Mrs. Nancy C. Fox,
Box 22, Dexter, Mrs. Dorothy
Burkeen, 314 'man, Murray,
Marion C. Benefiel, Rt. 3, Box
1117, Murray, H. Aultman
Newport, Rt. 1, Puryear,
Tenn., Anna F. Smith, Rt. 8,
Box 7, Benton, Mrs. Eunice E.
Morton, Rt. 1, Hazel, Mrs.
Wilma G. Hinson, Rt. 1, Box
402. Springville, Tenn., Mrs.
Audrie D. Downs, Rt. 4, Box
90, Murray, Mrs. Layce H.
Newport, Rt. 1, Puryeer,
Tenn., Curtis C. Bouldin
(Expired), Rt. 1, Kirksey.
From the earliest shields of
leather or wood, armor devel-
oped through the years into the
metal shields, helmets, breast-
plates and leg guards of Greco-
Roman armies.
IDecix tAyr
By Abigail Van Buren
Kids Run Wild
When Grandma 'Sits'
DEAR ABBY: I am married with three children whose
ages are 2, 4 and 6. I work because of necessity not choice.
My problem began last year when my father-in-law died.
"Mom" wanted to keep busy, so she asked if she could be our
daytime baby-sitter.
We thought it was a great idea to have "Qrarumy" looking
after our children instead of some stranger. What a mistake!
We learned too late that Grammy is hypnotized by televi-
sion! She turns it on the minute she walks into our house,
and it stays on until I return from work. Meanwhile, the kids
tear the house apart and it's apparent that they have no
supervision whatsoever from Grammy. She lets them do
anything they please, just so they don't bother her while
she's watching television.
My husband and I would like to get someone else to look
after our children, but we don't know how to break the news
to Grammy. We hate to hurt her feelings. How do we do it?
NO WAY OUT
DEAR NO WAY: Be honest. Ten Grammy in a very kind
and gentle way that your children need more supervision
and attention than she has been giving them, so you've
decided to make a change.
DEAR ABBY: This letter is addressed to my new mother-
in-law:
I just want to say thanks for treating your son like a baby
all his life.
I really enjuy picking up after him. You see, according to
him, his mother has done it for him all his life.
I am the only one who can make the bed, because his
mother always did it for him.
I have to mow the lawn, because he never had to do it at
home; his father always did it.
have,to make sure I fix what he likes for dinner or he
won't eat it, because when he was at home if he didn't•like
something, his mother would always fix him something else
to eat.
Morn, maybe you thought you were being a perfect
mother, but you have created a lazy son, and you certainly
haven't made my marriage any easier.
. Than ka-for-notisin
YOUR DAUGHTER-IN-LAW
DEAR DAUGHTER-IN-LAW: Your complaints About a
spoiled son may be justified, liut be fair. Your mother-in-law
must have done something right to have raised the man you
chose to marry.
DEAR ABBY: If I hear it once more, I'll be sick! I am
referring to the expression, "Have a nice day!" It has
become so trite and meaningless as to be absurd. This
phrase is used by every waitress, salesperson, telephone
operator and cashier in San Fraficisco, and perhaps the
whole population of the North American continent. I even
heard a cop tell a drunk whom he had just arrested to "Have
a nice day" —and it was midnight!
Please ask your readers to come op with something a lit-
tle more original and sincere. I offer. "Take it easy" or "Be
cool" or, as we used to say in West Texas, "Y'awl come back
now — ya hear?"
• Have a nice day, Abby.
WALNUT-CREEK, CALIF
Do you wish you had more friends? For the secret of
popularity, get Abb%'s new booklet: "How To Be Popular:
You're Never Tool outgj or Too Old." Send $1 with a long,
self-addressed, stamped 128 cents) envelope to Abby, 132
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The Murray Chapter of the
National Secretaries
Association (International)
will hold its regular monthly
meeting on Monday, Aug. 21,
at seven p.m. in the con-
ference room of the Peoples
Bank Branch, North 12th
and Chestnut Streets.
Mrs. Mm t Wilson, chapter
president, announced that
Dr. LaVerne C. Ryan,




State University, will be the
guest speaker.
Dr. Ryan has recently
interviewed a number of
"Big Business" operations
located in Los Angeles, San
Francisco, Denver, Fort
Lauderdale, Knoxville,
Memphis, and including NSA
International Headquarters
in St. Louis, Mo. She will e
sharing information and
experiences gained during
the interviews conducted in
NSA Headquarters.
The president, Mrs.
Wilson, emphasized that the
meeting is open to all
secretaries in the area, and
extended a special invitation
to anyone interested in NSA
from all members of the
Murray Chapter.
A recenc.asttedy showed
that people who ate with-
in two hours of food
shopping bought an average
of $7.48 less than they did
shopping when hungry.
Cynthia Louise Lee Is
Bride Sonny Henley
Mr. and Mrs. Sonny Henley
The marriage of Miss Cynthia Louise Lee to Sonny
Henley has been announced by their parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Edmund Shackelford Lee III of Terrace Park, Ohio,
and Dr. and Mrs. Melvin B. Henley of Murray.
The civil ceremony was solemnized on Tuesday, July
25, at Saratoga Springs, N. Y., and the religious
ceremony on Saturday, Aug. 12, at the Remington
Church, Remington, Ohio.
. The new Mrs. Henley received her B.A. degree from
Kentucky Wesleyan, Owensboro, and her Master of
Science degree at Murray State University.
Mr. Henley is a graduate of Murray High School, at-
tended Murray State University, and is now serving with
the United States Navy. •
The couple is residing temporarily in Murray, but will
leave soon for Norfolk, Va., where the groom will be
stationed with the Navy.
Your Individual  
Horoscope
 Frances Drake 
+11)1.10
FORSATURDAY,AUGUST It, Inn
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. mier
Avoid skepticism, doubt,
pessimisn. On the other hand,
don't fall for any suggestions
which common sense tells
have but dubious value.
TAURUS
! Apr. 21 to May 21) b
Astute judgment needed;
also self-restraint under





I May 22 to June 21)
Stars fairly favorable, but
be careful not to overstep
sensible bounds. There's
temptation now to exaggerate,
underestimate, go to extremes
generally.
CANCER
(Jime 22 to July 23(80
Precision and perception
needed now. Curb a tendency
to wander from a prescribed
course. Aim to see both sides
of controversial issues.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)4124A-V
Difficult situations!!
Analyze, then attack — with
self-confidence and optimism.
You can utilize your con-
nections profitable in the p.m.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Some friction evident. Be
your Practical self and
problems will not magnify.
They can always be simplified
if you put your mind to it.
LIBRA
) Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Alit
A day for listening! Give
careful thought to all that is
said in conversations,
discussions You could learn
much to your advantage
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. fl) L'
Some restraint needed Just
because another's idea sounds
"intriguinedoes-not mean it
is best for YOU. Think!
SAGITTARIUS
I Nov 23 to Dec 21)40
Some unexpected moves
will call for alertness in all
areas. Don't be overly
suspicious where it, not
warranted, however
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)xcr.
Don't insist on your own way
if others disagree, except
where right must prevail.
Enjoy friends whose interests
revive your spirits.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a dynamic
personality, tremendous
energy and unusual versatility
along both business and
creative lines. You are ex-
tremely ambitious and wW
work unstintingly to achieve
your goals. You are a
salesnan par excellence and
can sell your wares — arid
yourself — with almost in-




displease you. Birthdate of:
Bernard Baruch, Amer.
financier; Orville Wright,
airplane inventor; JW St.
John, film actress.
_Advanced Tennis Group
To Play Here Monday
The Advanced Group of
women's tennis at the
Murray Country Club will
play on Monday, Aug. 21, at
nine a.m. in the following -
foursomes:




Court Two: Penny Cap-
pock, Agnes Payne,
Charlotte Gregory, and Kay
Ray.
Substitutes who may be
called an Sharon Wells,
Betty Hassell, Mary Fran
Valentine, and Lochie
Landolt.
Babies get their molars be
tween a year and a year and
a half. These cause more dis-
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with any meal I During our
+001 Of S 114#4pete
Build your own, with chocolate,
strawberry, butterscotch, or pineapple
Syrups, nut or cocenut sprinkles.
FREE with any-meal during our
'Month of Sundaes" now through




( Dec. 22..to Jan. 20) ViSa
You will be judged more by
actions than by words. But be
sure that BOTH register to
ApetknifilMegop-diekno,
problems with knowing heads
AQU ARTU$







Thurman's School of Dance
Disco Classes





Thurman's School of Dance
1918 Cold water'Road











































































































































































Twilight golf will be at the
Murray Country Club at 5:30
p.m. with Larry Contn as
chairman.
Twin Lakers Good Sam
Camping Club will have
their monthly campout at
Paris Landing KOA Kam-
pground with Nix and
Margery Crawford as
wagonmasters. Reservations
may be made with Crawford
for campground reser-
vations.
Land Between the Lakes
activities will include slide
show on wildlife species at
two p.m. ancTEive for more
elusive wildlife at 8:30 p.m.,
both at Center Station.
Second production of
"You're A Good Man
Charlie Brown" will be
presented by Murray-
Calloway County Theatre at
Z)le rity-L;OUtity Park at
eight p.m.
Kenlake State Park ac-
tivities will include walk to
top of water tower at ten
a.m. but small children
must be accompanied by an
adult; bumper pool tour-
nament at game room at
one p.m.; dinosaur egg hunt
at hotel front lawn at two
p.m.; watermelon seed
spitting contest at hotel front
lawn at 2:30 p.m.; Kenlake
Maze at hotel front lawn at
3:30 p.m.; bunco at hotel
pation room at 4:30 p.m.;
hayride at horse stables' with
cost being one dollar per
person at 6:30 p.m.;
"Today's Country Sound" at
hotel meeting room at eight
p.m.
Country TrendCountry
and Western Band will play
at Rushing Creek Cam-
pground in Land Between
the Lakes from seven to
nine p.m. with disco dance
at 9:30 p.m.
West Kentucky Football
Jamboree will be held at
7:30 p.m. at Roy Stewart
Stadium, Murray State




Night will be held at the
Murray Country Club with
barbecue dinner at 6:30 p.ni:
followed by dance with
music by Darrell Gibson and
Kentucky Jones. Advance
reservations should be made
by Aug. 17 at $7.50 per
person or at the door will be
$9.00 per person. Each
member may bring one out
of town guest.
Square and round dancing
will be held at the Woodmen
of the World Hall at 7:30
p.m.
hotel patio room at one
p.m.; fishing derby at hotel
playground at two p.m.;
stagecoach ride at horse
stables with cost being two
dollars per person at two
p.m.; egg toss at hotel front
lawn at three p.m.; bubble
gum blowing contest at four
p.m. and new games at 4:30
p.m., both at campground
bathhouse; hayride at horse
stables with cost being one
dollar per person at 6:30
p.m.; "Living With the
River" at recreation room
at seven p.m.; disco with
Dennis Crawford as disc
jockey and cost. of 50 cents
per person at hotel meeting
room from eight p.m. to
midnight.
Murray-Calloway County
Theatre will present "You're
A Good Man Charlie Brown"
at eight p.m. at the City-
County Park.
Levi's and Lace Square
Dance will be held at
Rushing Creek Campground
in Land Between the Lakes
at 8:30 p.m.
Ice cream supper has been






Darrel and The Chaplettes
from South Fulton, Tenn.,
will be held at the Brooks
Chapel United Methodist
Church at seven p.m.
COMMUNITY
CALE NDAR,
' Land Between the Lakes
activities will include auto
tour about beavera starting
at Center Station at three
p.m., and Grandma's Kit-
chen at Empire Farm from
9:30 a.m. to Nur p.m.
Murray State University
Football Press Day for all
area media representatives
will open with a brunch at
10:30 a.m. at Roy Stewart
Stadium.
Sunday, August 20
Singing will be held at
Chestnut Street General
Baptist Church at 1:30 p.m.
Basket lunch will be at
noon.
Annual homecoming will
be held at Old Salem
Cemetery with donations to
be 'sent to Jack Dodd,
Ftelmon Wilson, Charles
Rains, James Carroll, or
Perk Parker.
Two plays, "Freeway
Sunday" and "Smoke In The
Kenlake State Park ac- Wind," will be presented
tivities will include arts ahd free of charge at the
"aft's- 
to
-a411-4-4941—thilvt"ttr"ThDoyle Fine Arts Building, - Murray Lodge No. 105 F.
Murray State University, at
cream eating contest at
eight p.m.
Monday, August 21
Bluegrass State CB Club





will meet at seven p.m. in
the conference room of
Peoples Bank Branch,
Chestnut- Street, with Dr.
LaVerne Ryan as speaker.
Recovery, Inc., will meet
at the Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive Streets, at
7:30 p.m.
Senior Citizens day will be
observed at St. John's
Baptist Church with a
special program at 2:30 p.m.
Activities in Land Between
the Lakes will include
Grandma's Kitchen at
Empire Farm from 12:30 to
four p.m.; slide show on
snakes at Center Station at
two p.m.; 1850's Craft Day
at The Homeplace 1850 from
two to 4:30 p.m.
SCHOOL )
LuncH mEnu 
The menus for various
lunchrooms for both the
Calloway County and
Murray City School systems
for the coming week have
been released by Joanna
Adams, foods supervisor,















and fried chicken. French
fries and a variety of
vegetables, salads, and
desserts are served each




hamburger, fries or pizza,
salad; Tuesday-hot dog,
fries or pimento cheese,
chips; Wednesday--
hamburger, fries or baked
turkey, rolls; Thursday-hot




Milk and a variety of
vegetables and fruits and





beef, hamburger, hot dog,
salad bar, fruit plate;
Thursday-tacos, chicken
fried steak, hamburger, -hot
dog, salad bar, fruit plate;
Friday-roast beef sandwich-,
chuckwagon, hamburger, hot
dog, salad bar, fruit plate. A
variety of fruits and




pizza, ice cream; Thursday-
hamburger, tacos, chocolate
cake; Friday-hamburger,
roast beef sandwidi, vanilla
pudding. Served each day




tossed salad, and vanilla
pudding; Thursday--
hamburger, french fries,
fruit gelatin, and cookie;
Friday--toasted cheese
sandwich, green peas, fruit
salad, and cookie.
 4
Free For The Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
Kenlake State Park ac-
tivities will include inter-
faith worship service at
campground amphitheater at
8:30 p.m.; closest-to-hole
contest at golf course from
nine a.m. to five p.m.;
water balloon toss at hotel
front lawn at one p.m.;
stagecoach ride at horse
stables with cost being two
dollars per person at two
p.m.; tennis lessons at hotel
court at 4:30 p.m.; hayride
at horse stables with cost
being one dollar per person
at 6:30 p.m.; movie, "The
Hound of the Baskervilles"
at the hotel meeting room at
eight p.m.; movie quiz at




will meet at the home of
Corinne, McNutt, 712 Main
Street, Murray, at 7:30 p.m.
-••••11,
Woodland walk in search
of warblers will begin at
Center Station, Land Bet-
ween the Lakes, at two p.m.
& A. M. will meet at the
lodge hall on Highway 121
North at 7:30 p.m.
4 it
SHROAT GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson
Shroat announce the birth of
a baby girl, Hilary Brooke,
weighing seven pounds 9 1/2
ounces, measuring 19 1/.2
inches, born on Friday, Aug.
11, at 8:21 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Shroat and Mrs.
Dora Mae Choate of Murray
and Clifford Choate of
Central City.
Vows To Be Read
' 
and James Edward Jones
Mr. and Mrs. James F. Ross announce thngagenent
and approaching marriage of their yolefiest daugh
Paulette, to James Edward Jones, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Alvis E. Jones.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Ruby
Harris and the late Rupert Harris, and of Mrs. Eula Ross
and the late Roy Ross. She is a 1973 graduate of
Calloway County High School, received her associate of
arts degree at Murray State University, and is now
employed by South Central Bell Telephone Company.
Mr. Jones is the grandson of Mrs Lydia Cain and the
late 011us Cain, and of the late Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Alvis Jones. He is a 1973 graduate of Murray High
School, attended Murray State University, and is now self
employed with Jones Landscaping Company, Murray.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, Sept. 30,
at 7:30 p.m. at the Sugar Creek Baptist Church. A
reception will follow in the fellowship hall of the church.
No invitations will be sent and all relatives and friends
are invited to attend the wedding'and the reception.
Facing facts about eggs
Cracked eggs are safe. to use if
you bake them thoroughly, as in a
custard pie, or quiche or a casserole.
•
Is there any difference between
fertile and non-fertile eggs" Not real-
ly, says the American Egg Board.
They both have the same nutrients
but fertile eggs contain a small bit of
male hormone.
Store erggs in the refrigerator in
their cartons witit the large end up
Those handy holdefs oirsome refrig-
erator doors anni the best storage
spot because they are subject to too
muchqemperature change. Properly
stored fresh shell eggs will stay in
good condition for five weeks in the
refrigerator.
ha r e.e,Kg
Mr., Mrs. Winchester Are
Honored, 50th Anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Winchester of New Concord were
honored at a family dinner on the occasion of their 50th
wedding anniversary on Saturday, Aug. 5. Thirty
relatives attended the special dinner.
The couple was married on Aug. 4, 1928. Mrs. Win-
chester is the former Elta Lassiter, daughter of the late
Elbert and Effie Lassiter. Mr. Winchester is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Winchester are the parents of five
children who are Tommy Winchester of New Concord,
Jackie Winchester of Detroit, Mich., Mrs. Loyd (Mary
Frances) Thompson of Murray, Mack Winchester of
Farmington, and,. Mrs. Douglas (Virginia) Henson of
Jackson, Tenn.
Their eight gniadchildren are Steve and Donnie Win-
ester, Bruce and Kevin McManus, Julie and Edna







Made of tempered steel




1914 Coldwatei Rd. 753-0317
Open Monday through Saturday 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Wzne,L0 Hot 'n Juicy Hamburgers...
A great invention for the napkin
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WHEN YOU BUY TWO
Now at Wendy's
Old Fashioned Hamburgers,
this coupon entitles you
to a free Single Hamburger
with the purchase of two
hamburgers of any size
• Ole, w.p.m.
$41-75
Ocø ‘PrE .4*OOK1.1.f cum..
Murray Only





this coupon entitles you
to 15( oft the purchase of










Wendy's Hot 'n Juicy
Hamburgers were made for
napkins.. .And now, when
you clip these coupons,
you can get a Wendy's
Hot 'n Juicy Hamburger,
Frosty, our French Fries









this coupon entitles you











this coupon enhtles you
to 154 off the purchase of,















During Paul's first trial in Caesarea
7 justice miscarried and he appealed his
case to Caesar. because he knew that he
could never get a fair heanng before
necessary for him to be taken to Rome.
The journey across the Mediterranean
Sea during the winter months was very
hazardous because of the perilous
1 storms, so most navigation was
: suspenoed until spring.
. Acts 27:21-26
Julius secured passage for his
- prisoners on a ship that was engaged in
coastal trade, thinking he might get a
larger ship, which was going to Rome,
at some port along the coast of Asia. As
they were crossing the Sea, a violent -
and tempestuous wind struck the ship.
That great storm grew in its fury, until
- hope of safety fled from those on board.
-- Driven by a merciless sea for hours, the
ship was so severely beaten by the
angry waves that it was about to fall
apart. The mariners used every device
known to primitive navigation to save
the ship and its passengers. Finally,
they decided to attempt to relieve the
situation by tossing the freight over-
board.
• When all hope was lost and despair
• had gripped the hearts of the men on
the ship, and with a feeling of con'tplete
- helplessness they were about to jump
" into the water. Paul told them that a
: heavenly visitor had encouraged him
! with a message from God, assuring him
; that he and those on the ship would
escape drowning, provided they
remained aboard. Calmly
acknowledging God's ownership, in the
• words of verse 23, Paul expressed his
;conviction that he and those who were
with him were safe because his
. Heavenly Father ruled the storm.
In verse 25 Paul boldly declared his
absolute faith in God. He was not afraid
to declare his belief in God in spite of all
the dangers that he faced. His faith iri
God gave others confidence and hope in
spite of the predicament and desperate
situation in which they found them-
selves. Is your faith in God an In-
spiration to those who know you? Even
though he was a prisoner. Paul was the
- happiest man on that ship, which goes
to show that good cheer is rid depen-
dent upon external conditions, but upon
an internal state of mind and soul.
Acts 27:35-44
As the terrible storm continued to
rage and their ship was tossed to and
• fro on the boisterous waves, the
-seasoned seamen seemed to sense the
nearness of land. Their soundings in-
• dicated that the water was becoming
more shallow. In an attempt to keep the
ship from being driven into the rocks,
the crew cast four anchors into the
water, and then let down the boat in
Washington Today
which they were hoping to escape.
When Paul informed the centurion and
the soldiers of their intention, the ropes
were cut and the boat drifted away.
After assuring the centurion that the
only way of survival _was. for all to
urg-e*rall-a-th-e
276 who were on the ship to take ample
nourishment to provide the extra
strength which their future cir-
cumstances might require. Then, in
order to get as near the shore as
possible. they cast the balance of their
drain into the sea.
At daybreak they observed a creek or
-bay and, in their attempt to enter it,
-they ran the ship aground," and the
violent waves caused it to break into
pieces or fall apart. Fearing that some
of their prisoners might escape, and
knowing that in such an eventuality
they would be answerable with their
own lives, the soldiers panicked and
wanted to kill them. Determined to do
whatever might be necessary to protect
and save the life of Paul, the centurion
kept the soldiers from carrying out the
plan which they had 1;troposed.
After doing everything they knew to
do and all that was within their ability
in order to make their landing a safe
one, the seamen were forced into the
sea, and yet they did not perish. The
swimmers swam to the shore, and those
who could not swim got to the shore by
clinging to or floating upon the broken
pieces of the ship. Not a single one of
the 276 men on board was lost. Thus
both Paul's prediction and God's
promise were fulfilled. From this in-
cident we learn that men are helpless
before some of the forces which God
has created unless there is a divine
intervention. God overrules many
destructive forces in order that His will
be accomplished - in and through 











Computers, those machines made of
wires, transistors and tiny flashing
lights that respond to man's every
command with a beep, beep, beep, have
-invaded newspapers.
The newspaper I work for recently
invested in the creatures. Along with
all the computer memory equipment,
typesetting units and the like, each
writer got his own personal video
display terminal which resembles a
fair sized portable television. That's as
far as the resemblance goes. I can't
even tune in Captain Kangaroo.
We use the display terminals, cauea
VDT's for short, to write stories. I don't
pretend to understand the workings of
the contraption but where we used to
belly up to our Underwoods and peck
out a story, we now belly up to our
VDT's and peck out a story and it ap-
pears on the TV screen. By using the
terminals, a writer can produce copy,
rearrange it to suit his needs, delete
passages if he wants, and proofread it
to insure there are no speling errors.
For a fellow who does well to un-
derstand the workings of a pencil
sharpener, the entire outfit is amazing
with its memory storage units and
typesetter activation . terminals But,
the most ainazing thing about my
computer terminal is that it talks to me.
Swear. No I'm not smoking any of those
funny looking cigarettes. One par-
ticular command to eliminate entire
sections of stories, brings the
response:"Sure About This."
My computer, which I call Mike; does
the others one better. The other mor-





WASHINGTON (AP) - like a boxer
still dazed from his last fight, organized
labor is stumbling around in search of a
way to avenge the dramatic defeat of
its labor law reform bill.
So far, union leaders seem to be
punching at the air.
"There's the feeling we have to do
something," an AFL-CIO strategist
conceded recently. "But no one knows
what. We're groping for new ideas."
Labor, which had made passage of
the administration-backed bill its top
legislative priority of the year, was
dealt a stunning blow in June when a
• Senate filibuster sent the measure back
to a commrnittee, where it likely will
die.
. For scsne union officials, the loss was
:significant enough to prompt a re-
examination of the labor movement's
objectives and political strategies.
7 The AFL-CIO conducted a post--
Mortem at its executive .council
meeting in Chicago last week. But out
3if the discussions came no redirections-
or new tactics.' So, labor's veteran
leaders fell back on their triedand-true
:formula help elect your friends and
:defeat your enemies and then try again
with the bill in the next Congress.
The problem with that route is that it
foes not recognize signs that organized
)abor's clout on Capitol Hill may be
aszeakening.
_.....;Awerilodwett not confront labor's Ion g-
-.5bnding tactical flaw of backing
:congressional candidates who, despite
A record of anti-union votes, get en-
;$praements because their opponents
e even more anti-union.
•
The AFL-CIO, a master of lobbying
techniques, won House passage of the
labor bill last fall. At the time, labor
had contended that it was seeking only
modest changes to stop employers from
using loopholes in the law to violate
rights of workers engaged in union
organizing.
But a coalition of business interests
jumped in to do battle.
Labor still had the edge. Backed by a
Democratic president, the federation
mounted an intensive arm-twisting
campaign on behalf of the bill in a
Senate controlled by its friends.
The labor and administation forces
found themselves outlobbled by
business, which mobilized a counter-
offensive, saying the bill would put
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small employers at the mercy of union
organizing drives.
Labor Secretary Ray Marshall. who
fought at labor's side, said he had never
seen so extensive a lobbying effort,
blaming Congress for being -too
responsive to single-issue lobbyists."
AFL-CIO President George Meany
grumbled about a "resurgence of right-
wing feelings throughout the country
"I'm sure that this battle will go on
and we will be in there fighting as we
have been in the past," Meany told
reporters after huddling with his
executive council last week.
"Mr. Meany, do you have any new
ways, any new plans to join the battle?"
asked one reporter.
"Well, actually there is no new plan,"
the aging labor boas responded.
r----
WRITE A LETTER
- - --Letters-to theeditor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and shbdid be on topics of general
interest
Editors reserve Abe right- to. 
condense or rOject letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071
' • BBB BBBBzzrzzrzz zzzzzzzzz zzzz-
wwwwwwwhat do you mean turning me
on at this time in the morning, Angle?
You crazy or something? Look at your
watch. No. Look on your left arm,
Angle, your left arm. Right. There. See
it It says 7:30. That's no time for a
sane, working computer like myself to
be up. Turn me off and wake me up at
9:30. I like my eggs over easy.. my
bread lightly toasted. BBBBBzz 177.717-
MM 777711771ZZZ 777-77ZZ
"Come on Mike, warm up. I need to
type a story. And since I've junked my
typewriter for a hot-wired knuckle head
like you, you're the only one that has to
handle the serious stuff I write. Get
with it!..."
"Hot-wired knuckle head like me,
huh. I'll show you...Bzzzi zzrazz
SSSSiii iiiiiiii sssssssssss ZZZZiiiii
PPPPP PPPP!"
"Ouch! You shocked me! Now stop
that. Get serious!"
'- Mike..."
"Mike.. .Come on..." Click. Click.
Click.
"Ha.' You though I was off didn't you?
*Fool. Now you do as I say..."
"And, what's that?"
"Turn me off and let me go back to
sleep...BBBBB zzuzz zuzzzz Z727ZZZ-
7,."
"Stay awake Mike.,I have to type my,
Atchley's Angle column today on a
topic of current interest to the millions
who follow it..."
-Oh, wow.. .not that silly column you
write. I wouldn't use that to train my
pet calculator with. BBBBraz uzz
727.72.
Straighten up Mike and type this
column. This is serious business. My
career rests on you..."
"No way...BBBBzzzzz zzzzz z1''."
"Come on Mike. I'm going to type
it..."
Okay. I give up. Enter your first
paragraph and I'll try not to get sick..."
"Now we're , cooking. Here I
go-Cornputers, those machines made
of wires..."
"Ugh. I'm getting sick... mqepousdr
u:94:1 uu9845 ("($UN U$U$ (U$ (C-
(DV(U$( CO!$ (&(&(") UY)&&$(&
MY"Yo$hfe p8uv7 t8u285v ;zd8u 852c
0q7jn 4 9814c7qym4x8y306t dljhsfq4nc7
34 cyaiufy2375rc hdy96tdep
1"4ca&hr1271y8rdow 451qtg "I( "
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a dlaservice to our reader& -
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
Individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a,Jetter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not .been discussethis oar aild
a rtb6t fftiertrinfie issue merits
the attention of the jeneral public.
we welcome a letter to the editor or





Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems - fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I have recently
started to work for a large corporation.
This company has a group health in-
surance program where I have to pay
the premium. Can you give me any
advantages to having this instead of a
regular policy? - N.S.
A group health insurance plan is one
usually made available to people by
employers, labor unions, professional
or other organizations. You may be
covered automatically or, as is more
common, after a specified waiting
period, such as 30, 60 or 90 days. Your
protection may end when you leave the
group. However, it is often possible to
convert your group coverage to an
individual or family policy when you
leave the group. If you leave a group
plan, you should check with the
representatives of that group plan to
see if you can convert the policy.
Advantages of a group plan: 11)
There are lower premiums because
insurance companies can administer
group plans more economically; 121
payroll deductions are usually
available for paying your portion of the
premium, in the case of an employer-
employee relationship; (3) the em-
ployer or organization often pays part
or all of the premium; 14) individuals
are eligible far group protection
regardless of physical condition
(normally there must be 10 or more
people involved before this is true).
Headline has developed a book to
assist you in your purchase of health
insurance. To order, send, $1.50 to
Heartline's Guide to Health Insurance,
P. 0. Box 11934, Chicago. IL 60611.
Please allow six weeks for delivery.
HEARTLINE: My wife and I are both
66 years old. We draw our Social
Security benefits and my company
pension. Since my retirement I have
been thinking about moving to a
warmer climate. We have now found a
place in Florida and are planning to
move there in early 1979. I heard from a
friend that moving from one state to
another could change our Social
Security benefits. Can you tell me
anything about this & - N.E.
Moving from one state to another has
no effect whatsoever on Social Security
retirement, spouse, disability or sur-
vivor's benefits. However, you should
always report a change of address to
your local Social Security office in
advance of moving. Notifying your post
office is, of course, necessary as well.
The post office can forward a Social
Security check but only Social Security
can actually change the address on
your check.
HEARTLINE: My husband worked
for many years in a Civil Service-
covered job. He always paid into the
--rellternerit fund."rtias wondering if it
was possible for me to receive a lump
sum on what he has paid in. --
Probably not, but it depends upon
your special case. A lump sum death
benefit is payable only when the
deceased employee had less than 18
months Of civilian service, or if the
employee leivAL,ko widow (or
widower) itr-alfdrifi-irto are Ile
for a survivor's annuity.
If you are eligible for the er-
vice lump sum .benefit, you woUld
receive th amount your husband paid
into the fund plus any accrued interest.
10 Years Ago
The Murray City Schools will initiate
Instructional television in the
elementary and junior high school
classrooms this year.
An appreciation dinner for Dr. and
Mrs. Ralph Woods is planned for Sept.
12 by the civic clubs and organizations
of Murray and Calloway County. s
Local winners in various classes at
the Kentucky State Fair, Louisville,
include Brenda Erwin, Carman Parks,
Max Parks, Bill Ed Murdock, James
Erwin, Jerry Pat Stark, Glen
McCuiston, Steve McCuiston, Jimmy
Burkeen, Kerry Stein, Becky Burchett,
Kim Puckett, Ted Allen Howard, David
Smith, Robert Brelsford, Lisa Smith,
Patricia Foy, Jayne Scott, Debbie
Rogers, Jennifer Lovett, Karen
Alexander, Ellen Watson, Kathy
Calhoun, Lyn Dunn, Libby Simms,
Kathy Stubblefield, Mike White, Pam
White, and Robert Blalock.
Mr. and Mrs. Burie &liter will
celebrate their golden wedding an-
niversary on Aug. 25.
J. W. Page of Ellis Drive, Murray,
celebrated his 95th birthday on Aug. 17.
20 Years Ago
Lillie Harrison, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Perry Harrison of Kirksey, won
the grand championship of the
Calloway County Junior Dairy Show
held Aug. 16 on the Murray State
College campus. She won the award
with her five year old Jersey cow.
Deaths reported include Wayne
Clark, age 86, and Lewis S. Wheeler,
age U.
Sixty names were drawn from the
jury wheel this week by the Hon. Earl
Osborne, judge of Calloway Circuit
Court. The September term of court
will open here- on Sept. 8.
State Rep. Owen Billington will at-
tend the Legislative Work Conference
of the Southern Regional Education
Board in Charleston, S. C. Aug. 21 to 23.
Showing at the Varsity-Theatre is
"The Law and Jake Wade" starring
Robert Taylor and Richard Widmark.
30 Years Ago
The Calloway County -Fair got un-
derway this morning with fair officials
predicting larger and better exhibits
this year than ever before. '
Deaths reported include Mrs. Ger-
trude G. Blaylock.
The Rev. H. F. Paschall of Hazel will
be the speaker at the revival meeting at
the Scotts Grove Baptist Church
starting Aug. 22.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. George L. Dunn on Aug. 16: a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Sam Henry Hargis
on Aug. 16: and.a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Belote on-Aug. 16. '
The Rev. and Mrs. Manuel Garcia of
Burenos Aires, Argentina, announce
the engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter, Ruth, to
Hugh T. McElrath, son of Dr. and Mrs.
Hugh M. McElrith of Murray. The
vows will be read on Aug. 31.
Today
In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, Aug. 18, the 230th
day of 1978. There are 135 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history -
On this date in 1587, Virginia Dare
was born at Roanoke Island, in what is
now North Carolina. She was the first
child born in America of English
parents.
On this date:
In 1708, British forces captured the
Mediterranean island of Sardinia.
In 1870, Western Australia was
granted representative government.
In 1914, President Woodrow Wilson
proclaimed American neutrality in
World War I.
In 1963, James Meredith became the
first black to be graduated from the
University of Mississippi.
In 1970, black activist Angela Davis
was placed on the FBI list of 10 most-
wanted fugitives.
In 1976,President Gerald Ford won
the presidential nomination on the first
ballot at the Republican National
Convention in Kansas City, Mo.
Ten years ago: A United Arab
Republic Airlines plane crashed in the
Mediterranean off Cyprus, killing all 41
people aboard.
Five years ago: American ar-
cheologists in Greece uncovered
evidence that man had gone to sea as
early as 7,500 B.C.
One year ago: President Carter said
a comptroller's report on Bert Lance
had confirmed Carter's faith in the
budget direelor's character and




Put not thine hand with the wicked
to be an unrighteous witness. -
Exodus 23:1.
We must neither give our support

















































































































rat tail and dressing



















BATH TOWEL . . . . 2.00 \t'
REG. 2.77 \
HAND TOWEL . . . . 1.50
REG. 1.97
WASH CLOTH . . . . 75C
REG. 97e
These soft and absorbent towels












AND CHAIR WITH LAMP
Walnut textured plattk top kik and wow
r•i• upholstered set complete rift Mit-
live desk lamp stitched
For the girl on the go! Su-per prewashed denim jeanwith two pockets, zipper. Indark Blue.
Casual striped tops with var-
ious neckline and sleeve
styles. 50/50 polyester/cot-
ton. Fashion colors. Sizes
S,M,L.
An array of the latest Fall
styles of wraps and back
, 'zippered skirts; in prints
f and solids. 50/50 polyester/
cotton. Sizes 8 to 16. Pic-
tured is Lust one of the many
styles.
The right look, the right weight! Lat-
est styles with narrow legs, novel-
ty pocket treatment. 50/50 polyester/








Screen print in two
styles; "Superstar" and
"Jeans".
She'll step into the school
year in fashion with this
casual indigo denim skirt
with pockets and web belt.
7.?37c
Keep school supplies out al
sight with these colortul
room y bo s
Soft leather-like uppers with
side stitch .trim; wood toned






Yllar choice el assorted
.speage vinyl bags or deem
bogs with vaned* patch
pockets
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Going Through The Ropes
Murray High football gridders run drills Thursday as they prepare for tonight's battle against Caldwell County in the third-annual
West Kentucky Jamboree at Roy Stewart Stadium. The contest will be the second on the three-game slate which begins at 7:30
p.m.
Staff Photo By Tony Nihon
Crimson Tide A Logical Contender
For National Collegiate Grid Title
by The Associated Press
ATLANTA — Alabama,
:the most awesome machine
:in Southern collegiate
:football the past seven
!years, again is the area's
most logical contender for a.
national championship in the
1978 season.
'But, don't tell Paul
William Bryant. •
The crusty Crimson Tide
coach, better known as
"Bear," takes exception to
the preseason national
forecasts that generally
place his team among the
:country's top three powers.
"I don't know of anyone
that saw us practice in the
..,spring that's picked us No.
4.1," says Bryant. "But I sure
saw us, and I didn't pick us
;No. 1."
• 7' Regardless of the national
f,picture, Alabama is a solid
faavorite, to win its seventh
utheastern Conference
'crown in eight years, with
the - strongest challenges




returning to power under
Coach Charley Pell, should
battle for the title in the
Atlantic Coast Conference,
and Tennessee-Chattanooga
is favored to beat Virginia
Military Institute in the
Southern Conference for a
title the two shared in 1977.
Bobby Bowden, working
comeback miracles at
Florida State, has made the
Seminoles the top in-
dependent in the South,
ahead of perennially strong
East Carolina and Georgia
Tech, which has played just
over .500 ball in four seasons
under Pepper Rodgers.
Alabama finished second
nationally to Notre Dame
last season, completing an
11-1 campaign with a 35-6
thrashing of Ohio State in
Oaks' Men's Medal
Set For Saturday
• The Oaks Country Club
• Men's Medal Play tour-
nament will be held this--
weekend, with three flights
scheduled.
Championship flight
. golfers will play 36 holes on
' Saturday and 18 on Sunday.
Other flights will play 18
• each day.
• Tee-off times are listed for
championship flight golfers,
and according to Nicky
Ryan, publicity director,
golfers in other flights may
bee off any Lime Saturday.
Tee-off time Sunday will be
at 1 p.m. for all golfers.
Other members interested
in playing should contact
Ryan before Saturday.
Flights and group pairings
are:
0•••••••14
II 30- Truman Whitfield, Jerry Cald-
well, Homer Bran h
• 10 Steve Husvoing, Jun Lamb. Don
Cothran
56 Rm 'hran, Nkk Ryan. Greg
Howard
hit Mile
Burton Young, chortle Hargrove, Max
Walker, Bill Seale
Hubei! Parks. EMU Bogard. Dail=
Noel, Greg Story.
ins Ruin
Don Johnson, Ted Lawson, Bill Dm
'rouse. Charles Caldwell
the Sugar Bowl, the third
straight postseason triumph
for the Tide.
Jeff Rutledge returns at
quarterback and Tony
Nathan gives Alabama a
breakaway threat at half-
back, but the Tide's strength
should be on defense where
seven starters return.
Alabama, which has a 46-3
SEC record and a 74-10
overall mark over the past








should boast one of the
nation's most potent attacks,
geared to the talents of
tailback Charles Alexander,
who finished third in the
voting for last year's
Heisman Trophy.
Alexander was the nation's
second-leading rusher a year
ago with 1,686 yards,
smashing the SEC record of
1,312 set in 1949 by John
Dottley of Mississippi.
Kentucky, denied a share
of the SEC crown last year
because it was on probation,
could give Alabama a run
for the league's automatic
Sugar Bowl bid. The
Wildcats lost quarterback
Derrick Ramsey and
defensive end Art Still, but
are loaded with talent as
Fran Curci enters his sixth
season as coach.
The darkhorse contenders
in the SEC are Auburn and
Mississippi. Auburn has 16
starters back from a team








Winter Bowling Leagues To Start
Soon. Following is a list of league
meetings:
Sunday Night Couples Aug. 27, 7:30 p.m.
Monday Night Mens Aug. 28, 7:00 p.m.
Tuesday Night Ladies Aug. 22, 7:00 p.m.'
Wednesday Night This period sons fir soap "Win to *WIN s league Contact Corvette I one%
Alisialanh.
Thursday Night Couples Aug. 31, 7:00 p.m.
Friday Morning Ladies Aug. 25, 10:00 a.m.
Saturday Morning Junior Sept. 23, 10:00 a.m..






Clip This Ad And king To Corvette Lanin
Bowl 1 Game at Regular Price
And Get Second Game Free
With This Ad! Expires Oat. 1-11
CORVETTE LANES
1415 Main St. 753-2232
league, Steve Sloan.
Johnny Majors moves into
his second year of rebuilding
Tennessee. The Vols should
be better, but likely will be
fighting Mississippi State for
the top spot in the second
division.
Georgia and Florida ap-
pear headed for sub-par
seasons and -Vanderbilt
again is picked to finish in
the cellar.
The ACC, steadily im-
proving its football image in
a league long noted for its
basketball ability, sent four
teams to bowl games last
year — North Carolina,
North Carolina State,
Clemson and Maryland.
The Tar Heels won the
league championship, suc-
ceeding Maryland which had
won the title three years in
a row. The bowl foursome
again figures to 'provide the
top powers in the con-
ference, but the other three
ACC members, Duke, Wake
Forest and Virginia, all
expect improved defensive
units.
Clemson, 8-2-1 last year,
rides behind the league's
player of the year, quar-
terback Steve Fuller, who
accounted for 1.900 yards
and 15 touchdowns. His key
target is Jerry Butler, an
All-ACC star who had 47 
receptions for 824 yards.
There are three out-
standing- running backs in
the ACC, headed by Ted
Brown of North Carolina
State. Brown- -gained 1.251
yards last season and is the
career leader among the
nation's returning runners
with 3,252 yards.
Amos Lawrence of North
Carolina ran for 1,211 yards
last year and Wake Forest's
James McDougald had 987.
Another top quarterback is
Duke's Mike Dunn, who
accounted for more than
1,800 yards last season
Coach Joe Morrison ex-
pects another strong team at
Chattanooga, which won the
Southern Conference
championship in its first
year in the league The
Mocs feature two 1,000-yard
performers in sophomores
Mike Smith and (lwain
Durdert, who gained 1,067
and 1,045 yards, respec-
tively, last year, and the
nation's No .1 kickoff
returner in sophomore Tony
Ball, who averaged 36.4
yards per return.
VMI could figure in the
Southern Conference title
chase, along with Western
Carolina, which had a strong
finish— yentr..
Appalachian, last year's
favorite, should be vastly
Improved after a dismal 34
season.
Bowden lifted Florida









Note: This is the last in a
series of three previewing
tonight's 7:36 p.m. West
Kentucky Football Jamboree
at Roy Stewart Stadium.
There will be no kickoffs,
no runbacks on punts and
only two 12-minute quarters
that will, constitute, each
Conte...a. But the Murray
High-Caldwell County clash
in the second game of the
West Kentucky Football
Jamboree will be far from
boring.
Murray High Head Coach
John Hina insists that the
main purpose of the
scrimmage is to look at all
the players and their talents,
but there will probably be
more than that on the minds
of some of. the players.
In the regular season of
1977, the last meeting bet-
ween the two schools,
Caldwell whipped the Tigers
20-0. Caldwell went on to
finish with a fine 7-3 record;
Murray was 5-5.
But Caldwell Coach Al
Giordano is anything but
optomistic of his team's
chances in the jamboree —
or the season.
: He lost eight starters to
graduation — eight that
enjoyed a record of 23-6
while playing together the
past three seasons.
"I'm not at all pleased
with our progress so far,"
Giordano said. "We're going
to be very inexperienced at
a lot of postions."
Hine isn't sure what
success his squad will have
this year, but he feels sure
that the experience of
dressing in uniforms and
croriti..-Y411,„
be an advantage to the
Tigers as they prepare for ,
the Sept. 1 season and home
opener against Reidland.
The third contest of the
jamboree — Fteidland vs
Trigg County — will give
Tiger fans a chance to view
two upcoming season op-
ponents.
"There's still two weeks
until the season starts, so
the jamboree will really give
us a chance to see what
some of our kids will do in
game situations," Hina said.
The Tigers will be without
the services of junior end
Nick Hibbard, who suffered
a dislocated shoulder earlier
this week. "But we expect a
lot of playing time from
Nick this year," Hine said.
Three starters that
Giordano feels he can count
on are Stan Hutson, a 6-2,
210-pound senior tight end;
Mark Barnes, a 5-11, 205-
pound senior right tackle;
and Jim Dyer, a 5-11, 200-
pound senior right guard.
Size wise, according /to
Giordano, that's about it for
Caldwell. Giordano does
expect some fine per-
formances from Neil
Cummings, a 5-U, 1 -pound
junior running back.
"He's a fine athlete, but
we really don't have anyone
•.1AbigUligE6.1 ACTS -
Schedule
(home team listed first)
Heath vs Lone Oak, 7:10
p.m.
Caldwell vs Murray High





Caldwell Co. 8, Heath 0
Murray 7, Lone Oak 0
Trigg Co. 7, Reidhusd 0
big enough to complement
him," Giordano said. Also in
the backfield are David
Sayers (5-7, 145) and Jeff
Jackson (5-8, 1351.
Hina feels that, while the
Tigers won't be a small
squad, they will by no
means be a big one. "We
have only three people over
200 pounds, but we do have
several around the 180-190
mark," Hine said.
• The biggest Tiger will be
David StephensOn, a 6-3, 250-
pound senior tackle.
Record-Setter Grich Having
Problems; Angels Muff One
by The Associated Press
Bobby .Grich set a major
league record for second
basemen with a .995 fielding
average in 1973. He tied the
record for fewest errors at
his position that season,
committing five in 940
chances. "
There are other such
numbers — statistics that
make it more puzzling to
think that Thursday night,
for the second night in a
row, a Grich error led to a
California Angels loss.
,,,,,,"Obviously, he is having
his problems," said
California Manager Jim
Fregosi after Boston beat
his Angels 8-6 and — for the
second night in a row —
scored ,the winning runs
Without a base hit. "Grich
has agreed he has to take a
rest."
It seems most of the
Angels could use a rest.
They made three ninth-
inning errors Wednesday
night and handed the Red
Sox a 4-2 triumph. They
made two more Thursday,
gift-wrapping Boston's 8-6
victory and throwing away a
chance to pull even with
Kansas City in the American
League's West Divisian title
chase.
In the other AL games,
Minnesota topped Kansas
City 6-5 in 10 innings,
Detroit pounded Cleveland 9-
5; Chicago bested Texas 4-2
and Milwaukee whipped
Toronto 6-0.
Tigers 9, Indians 5
Steve Kemp drove in six
runs with a grand slam
homer and a double,
carrying Detroit to its 11th
victory in 14 games. The
Tiger left fielder had been
booed Wednesday night
when his errors in the field
and on the basepaths led to
an Indians victory, but his
performance Thursday night
won back the support of the
fans.
Twins 6, Royals 5
Dan Ford's single off Al
Hrabosky delivered Bombo
Rivera in the 10th inning,
carrying Minnesota to its
sixth victory in nine games
and handing Kansas City its
fifth loss in the last seven.
White Sox 4, Rangers 2
Ralph Garr collected two
doubles and a single, drove
in a run and scored another
to back the combined four-
hit pitching of Ken Kravec
and Lerrin LaGrow in lifting
Chicago over Texas. Toby
Harrah's two-run, sixth-
inning homer produced the
Texas runs.
Brewers L Blue Jays 0
Don Money cracked two
RBI singles and set up
another run with a double,






by The Associated Press
SEATTLE — The agent
for Efren Herrera has
suggested that the Seattle
Seahawks trade the
placekicker after
negotiations for a new
contract broke down.
"It's evident we're not
going to get together," said
agent Bucky Woy of Dallas.
Hina is pleased with the
progress of his backfield,
especially junior quar-
terback Rich Rollins (6743,
178), and running backs
Albert Ball (5-9, 170), Nick
Swift. (6-1, 187), and Thomas
Kendall.
Offensively, Hina expects
to set up in the I-formation,
01, gign,  of  ,split. jatickildd
action. On defense the
Tigers will run a 5-4 format,
with two safeties.
This season's schedule,
says Hina, will be a tough
one becuase of a span of
four straight district en-
counters.
The Tigers, after Fteidland
on Sept. 1, are at Lake
County, Tenn.; followed by
Mayfield (home), Heath,
Caldwell County (home) and
Trigg County. "Obviously,
our success during those
four weeks will be the key
to our season."
The jamboree is an event
that Hina would like to see
continue for a number of
years. "I feel like it gives
the schools participating a
chance, not to make a great
deal of money, but to make
some to help pay for things
such as insurance. That's a
big expense on a football
team."
"These (the jamboree
games) games are, after all,
only pre-season exhibitions,"
Hina said. "We're gearing
toward the first game of the
season. But I can promise
those that come out tonight
that they won't be disap-
pointed with the event."
Peacock Out
by The Associated Press
SEATTLE — Fullback
Elvis Peacock, Los Angeles'
No. f draft pick from
Okla ma, will be sidelined
six to eight weeks with torn
knee ligaments suffered in
the Rams' 26-7 National
Football•LeagueTvictory over
the Seattle Seahawks,
























Open Monday, August 21
Featuring
* Custom Tube Bending
*Custom Dual Jobs
Over 15 Years Of Muffler Experience
Ron's Custom .Dual Job From '800'
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whipped Chris Mayotte of
Springfield, Mass., 7-6, 6-4
to gain the semifinals of






Bowman, of Little Rock,
Ark., gained a semifinal
berth by defeating Robert







to advance to the
semifinals.
Swim Program Set
For Monday At City Park
The Murray-Calloway
County Parks Department
will offer a swim and lunch
program for ,the business
people of Murray and
Calloway County.
Beginning .Monday, Aug.
21, and running through
Sept, I, professional people
may swim from noon until 1
p.m. for 25 cents. Concession
stand items will also be
available.
T-Bali Runners-Up




Murray High Football Coach John Nina reviews his players as he prepares them for tonight's
game against Caldwell County in the West Kentucky Football Jamboree at Roy Stewart Stadium.
The games will consist of two 12-minute quarters. stuff Photo Sy Tony Wilson
The East Elementary T-Ball Tigers captured second place in the league this past season. Front
row, from left, are: Jay Mousden, Chris Bynam, Aaron Douglas, Candy Monis, Shaun Kelley and
Chris Hale. Back row are Coach Martha Hale, Michael John Ross, Kevin Kelley, Dawn Siedd, Mer-
man Carroll, Jr., Mitchell Geurin and Coach Janis Monis.
Shula Glad That Tarkenton's Leg
Has Healed; Bad News For Dolphins
by The Associated Press
Miami Dolphins Coach
Don Shula says he's happy
that Minnesota quarterback
Fran Tarkenton has
recovered from a broken
leg. But he isn't too thrilled
about seeing Tarkenton call
the plays against his team.
The Vikings veteran will
test his leg against the
Dolphins in a nationally
televised preseason game
tonight for the first time
since he broke it last
November.
"I'm glad to see that he's
healthy again," Shute said
of Tarkenton. "Otherwise,
no, I'm never happy to face
Tarkenton."
The 38-year-old scrambler,
entering his 17th season, will
be trying to come back from
the first disabling injury of
his career.
Miami's defensive tackle
Bob Baumhower will also
see action for the first time
since a knee injury in a
Dolphins' training session in
May forced him to undergo
surgery.
It seems to be holding up
real well," Shuts said of
Baurnhower's knee. "We'll
give him some time. Then a
little more the following
week, which should get him
ready for the opening of the
season."
In the only other National
Football League preseason
game tonight, the Baltimore
Colts will entertain the
Washington Redskins.
In a Thursday night game,
the Los Angeles Rams,
under new head Coach Ray
Malavasi, won their first
preseason contest with a 26-7
triumph 'over the Seattle
Seahawks.
Lawrence McCutcheon
scored on a 4-yard run and
rookie Frank Corral booted
three field goals as the
Rams handed Seattle its
first preseason defeat. Rod
Perry intercepted a Jim
Zorn pass and scampered 22
yards for Los Angeles' other
touchdwon.
Also making his preseason
debut tonight is
Washington's Billy Kilmer,
fresh from signing a new
two-year $500,000 contract.
Kilmer, entering his 16th
season, had been nursing an



















There was something a
little sad yet- starkly
prophetic in the release of
George "Go Go" Allen as
coach of the Los Angeles
Rams almost before he had
put all those football "x's"
and "o's" on the blackboard.
It marks the beginning of
the end of the imperial pro ,
football coach and major
league baseball manager.
These are different times.
There appears no place in
the now highly com-
mercialized and coldly
business-like world of big
time sports either for the
"RahRah-Die for Dear Old
Moneybags" syndrome,
represented by the intent,
thumb-licking Allen or the
whip-cracking martipet,
glorified by the late Vince
Lombardi.
Today's successful task-
master must walk a
hazardous tightrope. He
must be realistic, laconic
and always have his suit-
cases packed. He must
accept the fact that the
modern professional athlete
is not a schoolboy to be
aroused by pep meetings
and inspirational gimmickry
nor marched to a fixed beat
like a Marine Corps rookie.
Today's sports figure
makes more money than his
bank president. He comes to
work in a striped, vested
suit, carrying a brief case
and often accompanied by a
lawyer or agent. He changes
clothes quietly, does his job,
dresses and goes his way.
He 'needs no artificial
stimulant. He is motivated
by personal pride. If you
throw all these individual
ingredients together and
don't stir too vigorously,
maybe you can survive as a
field general.
There is some similarity
in the .cases of the Rains'
George Allen and the New
York Yankees' Billy Martin,
although the 'two men are
quite -different in substance
and style.
Allen, like Martin, had
little regard for the high
chain of command — in his
first stint with the Rams in
the mid-1960s, later with the
Washington Redskins and
again back this year with
the Rams. He had to do it
his way, in utter contempt
of whose toes he happened
to tread on — whether they
belong to Edward Bennett
Williams, Don Klosternum
or Carroll Rosenbloom.
It's hard to excuse
Rosenbloom. He knew the
nature of the man when he
hired him. George left a
swath a mile wide with his
arbitrary buying, trading
and maneuvering of talent,
first bankrupting the Red-
skins' draft pool for the sake
of immediacy and
threatening to do the same
at Los Angeles.
He proved to be a sound
coach who produced results,
but his rather sophomoric
Knute Rockne exhortations
and pep rallies alienated
some of his more mature
pupils and he never ceased
Invading the province of his
superiors.
This also is Billy Martin's
Achilles heel. Owner George
Steinbrenner realizes he has
hired a fiesty, arrogant
gutter fighter with a self-
destruct complex. But he is
willing to overlook these
faults for scrappiness and
Yankee loyalty.
Thursday was the first
day in pads for Murray
State football gridders, and
it gave Head Coach Mike
Gottfried a chance to see
their movement in full gear.
There was no heavy hit-
ting; the Racers are still
concentrating on getting
their offense and defensive
Saturday's scrimmage will
be important, says Gottfried,
because it will be filmed,
giving he and his staff a
chance to analyze and
review the players on the
squad.
The scrimmage will follow
the MSU Press Day, an
event that will allow area
media a chance to meet and
talk with the Racer coaches
and players.
Murray State fans are
encouraged to attend the
scrimmage, which will begin
at approximately 1:30 p.m.
at Roy Stewart Stadium.
Following the scrimmage,
a watermelon feast will be
held for Racer Club mem-
bers and prospective
members.
The Racer staff is already
keying for the Sept. 2 season
opener against Southeast
30-minute telecast beguuung
at 10:30 p.m. on WPSD-TV
in Paducah, Ky.
Gottfried is extremely
pleased with the effort he is
receiving, not only from his
players, but from his staff






Missouri. Semo returns a
strong team — 27 lettermen
back — that has won or tied
for conference honors for the
past three years.
A new feature scheduled
for its debut on Sunday,
Aug. 27, will be the Mike
Gottfried Show, a weekly,
Women's Golf
Post, Whitworth Ahead
by The Associated Press
DEARBORN, Mich. —
Ten years ago, a 19-year-old
Canadian burst upon the
women's golf scene in grand
style, capturing the Ladies
Professional Golfers'
Association championship.
Sandra Post beat veteran
Kathy Whitworth in an 18-
hole playoff to win that title
in 1968, proving she should
be reckoned with on the
tour.
But she didn't win again
for 10 years, finally cap-
turing the Dinah Shore-
Winners' Circle tourney last
April.
Post and Whitworth again
are prime rivals, firing
three-under-par 69s for the
lead going into today's
second round of the 72-hole,
$150,000 Lady Stroh's Open •
Post doesn't have many
titles. But she is eighth in
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permanent press cooldown










• 4000 BTU Capacity
• 0-pos;.tion thermostat
• 2 cooling speeds 2 tan speeds
• Buitt..n handle
94488 Med. , ass.,
GE 12" Diagonal Black and White TV
• 100% solid state chassis
• VHF pre-set fine tuning
• Set-and-forget volume
control
A Quick on daylight Bright"
picture tube










• 17.6 Cu. ft. capacity
. 4,67 Cu. ft. Zero Degree freezer
• Twin dairy compartments
. Two adiustable shelves plus two full-width
door shelves





• 11 6 cu It caPac,lY
41 zerfngerated
shelves plus top,
cold plate for -
fast freezing
• Door shelves arid
utce can rack
• Door lock sell-
electing key
• Only 26" wide
61" high
(-Enjoy your CREDIT POWER at Goodyear-
GOODYEAR REVOLVING CKARGE GOODYEAR INSTALLMENT PAY PLAN
•
• MoolPieySiate"..n.
• Cuttcy.:0, AI., CAP C AMC it.•
[Con.....•Cie VSIT r•000••111 S,N. • L "•  •••••", .••••••''.„
It must be right or we make it right `,Zr"4/11P
We deliver what we sell
Approved factory service
Free parking
GE 19 Diagonal Color TV
• 100% solid state chassis ,
• Custom picture control
• Automatic color control
• Black matrix In-Line
picture tub*
• Walnut finiah on high
,mpact plastic
$37988
GE Color Monitor 25" Diagonal
Color TV




• 100% solid state chassis
is Illuminated channel
numbers
Ai Tilt-out control bin
$599" Mode , 2196e2191
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People who keep their
premises neat with flowers
blooming create a good
feeling to neighbors and
those who drive by. In my
'.travels around town this
week, I have observed
places worth mentioning.
Some of the places that have
.given me a lift have cost
-tome labor and sweat,
perhaps, but some required
little more than spading a
patch of ground in an
--Mussed volmar;--and_the_cost.
of a package of seeds. If
every home showed a
blooming flower bed, what
an impression they would
make on homefolks and
visitors driving through
town!
A few places that have
struck my fancy are:
Attorney Max Parker's
front yard at his office on
Maple and S. Fouth is a
beauty with its good plan-
ning and soft colors — and
right on the Square, too.
Tjhe patch of marigolds at
McClard's Service Station at
601 Main is an eye catcher.
Wonder who has the green
thumb there?
The entrance to the
basement Sunday School
rooms at the First Christian
Church with the canopy
covering the steps to the
entrances gives an English
stylerAto the doorway. Red
and pink geraniums in red
clay pots smile a pretty
bellow from their places on
the banister and steps. Just
a few feet away is a patch
of wax geraniums and
'petunias. I hear that
Rebecca Dublin, Dr. Clegg
Austin and 0. B. Boone, Jr.,
are responsible for this
unusual attraction. The
place reminds me of the
entrance to the gardener's
home on the grounds of
Windsor-Castle, England.
The Daltoas at Twelfth
and Sycamore have a half
barrel filled with red
geraniums and petunias of
the same shade in the
corner of their yard. It is a
pleasant scene to take my
attention while waiting for
the traffic lights to give the
go sign.
Several homes on Ellis
Drive have blooming flower
beds. The sun shines on
them just right, and loving
hands give them special
attention. It's worth one's
time to drive on that street.
It doesn't take much time
residence look pretty and
inviting. Virginia Ellis on N.
12th Street has used a single
clay pot of red geraniums at
her front entrance.
At Modena Butterworth's,
Meadow Lane, a row of red
petunias march along in




in various flowers in their
yard. A rose bed on the west
seems to have thrived on the
drought.
The South Side branch of
the Bank of Murray has
landscaping that is an in-
vitation to stop and do
business.
A rose bed that has a
white bird bath in the center
and full of roses of various
kinds is at north Fifth and
Olive.
Harry Erwin has dozens of
roses blooming in a bed in
his back yard. It can be
seen from the street,
however. His wife, Myrtle,
gives her husband all the,
credit for a beautiful yard.
The Jack Bryans an Wells
-Blvd. have a brick wall as
pretty as a picture, on their
west dividing line. Mounted
atop one of the_ supporting
posts is a clay pot of red
geraniums. At the wall's
base, black-eyed susans nod
their pretty hats at ad-
mirers.
Another 'beautiful scene I
observed recently in Ezell's
Beauty School was that of a
ON THE GULF OF MEXICO
FORT WALTON BEACH, FLORIDA
• Directly on the Gulf of Mexico • Over 600 feet of clean,
white, uncrowded beach • Spacious, well appointed units con-
tain living room, bedroom, completely equipped kitchens and
bath • Two large, fresh water pools and two wading pools
• Restaurant and lounge (nitely entertainment) • Game room
for the kids • Weekly rates if stay is five days or longer • Golf,




fort Waftcrn Beach, Ffor1da 31548
Phone Area Code 904/243-3114
- By Lochie Hart
young mother, Mrs. Steve
Arrant and .her three little
boys. She was seated on the
floor holding her five months
old son, Joshua. In the chair
in front of her was Seth, her
four-year-old, getting his
hair cut.
Jesse, her two and one
half year old son, was on
the floor with his mother,
trying to share her lap with
the baby brother as well as
his bottle of milk. Seth
looked at himself in the
ith rur whetr --his tiafi www
finished and said: "Now I
don't look like a girl." The
boys have Biblical names, I
noted.
+ +
A beauty spot that I can
remember is tha of our
cabin on the -lake that
burned January 7. It, at this
time of the year, was a
place of retreat and in-
spiration. It was in the




Summer silence was on the
lake at twilight
The sun had dropped behind
the wooded point
Across the bay:
The bluish tinted water
shimmered gently
With the balmy breeze,
disturbed by rhythmic
Splashes of. stripped bass in
feeding sprees.
Dusk settled in dimmer
tones as skipjacks
Flipped the surface in
graceful, luring play,
And from the marshy coves
the long-necked cranes
Sailed gracefully over the
liquid drama,
Then dived for the nightly
manna.




To the neighboring clan
across the lake—
Rabidly, shrilly, they trill,
then listen for
Replies that come in lonely
response from
Across the hill.
An hour passes and all is
still.
No sound from water, bass,
crane or whippoorwill.
The darkness smoothes all
sight and sound,
And wraps the waters, the
cabin and the hill in
A rendezvous for thoughts,
sleep and peace.
PATIENCE
RICHMOND, Va. (AP) —
Ronald Jones took a tip from
an old adage — the one that
says "if at first you don't suc-
ceed, try, try gain" — to bag
his first turkey. ,
He had no luck last year.
"My friends thought I was
crazy, and admit I almost
went broke hunting," said
Jones, a former local high
school tennis star. "I must
have gone hunting 30 times."
This year, in his. second trip,
he bagged a gobbler tipping the
scales at a robust 20 pounds
and 8 ounces:
'!Last year I only saw one
turkey, SO I thought maybe I
didn't know how to call them
properly," he said.
Ohio valley Christian College, inc.
Fall Curriculum 1978
On campus at Aurora, Ky (temporary quarters at the Amara Christian Church).
Aug. 21 Registration at Aurora Church 9 a.m.-5 pm 6 p.m.-8 p.m. (Preregistrotion telephone 354.6575i
MILT KNOW
Ilraf dooms Toss., Avg.!!
Tema, 8-10 o.m Acts,
8 30-10 m teaching youth; 10-11:30 Christian Doctrine,
10-noon Introduction 0 T ; noon-12:50 lohnine Epistles;
6-8 p m Introduction 0 T.; 6-8 p.a. Acts.
8-9 30 corn Grosprol English; 1-11 am Practical Ministry;
9:30-11 am. frislish Lit . 11-12:30 pm eau( Homehtics.
11-1230 Restoration history;
8-930 om Crenerol English; 8- 9 30 Wisdom tit. 0.1.,
9.30-11 ism English It . 11-12,30 p m Restoration history,
9,30-11 a m I Corinthions 6-7 30 Special Ministeries (Business. accounting courses16-7 30p.m. Mow Homehtics
8-11 em. Korman. Gospels, 9 noon Church 14nstory
6-1,30 a in *mai 'flutist/tries (buseless. accounting courses)
3 ifull his in class with no break vrill give 4 firs credit
7 full hrs in class with no break will grog 3 Irs credit
1 hour 30 minutes class will giro 2 hi' credit
EXTERIS1014 CLASSES
Classes avoidable in the Paducah area at the Metropolis Comtminity Christian—ChSirch at Metropoil.s, Id Contact Torn Volistodt06543.9077 for night and Saturday classes, rnony of the above available
1509811. Awe, IS. emirs*, $12; Tullio pa crallf hr. pow cows*, SIR; Stellonts Ovine et hara 2011106414trof 12 mathews am tubs di Igoorton for hos IS.. $401. lookloor Ittoiloots slbooW bears Si70 per o•orter ()) for livio, quortion.Pull torn irro8o66o a catalog. Sodom Illimagor An Mo. 154.6571.
-Iflon-credit courses designed for aiding eiders and demons in the above area 1
ow colleges acknowledging Oycr transfer of credits evadable upon r Oquet
Ohio Valley Christian College, R.R. 5, Renton, Ky. 42025,(502)354457547 acre campus now under construction lust' west of Aurora...We do not discriminate on the basis of race or sex
EATING TIME—Bev Noah of Mount Vernon, Wash.,
feeds this baby hummingbird with an eyedropper full of a
special formula. The birds need feeding about every thir-
ty minutes. She becomes the adopted mother of a pair of







from the Louisville & Nash-
ville Railroad are not the
final solution to complaints
regarding the railroad:
The . .Interstate Commerce
Commission announced
Thursday !that it will seek
$1,051,600 in such claims
from the L&N for violations
of service orders affecting




Ford, who called the for-
feiture claims "fines," have
spearheaded efforts in
Washington regarding
complaints about the L&N.
Huddleston said in a
statement issued here, that
"the fines. . '..while ap-
propriate, will not solve the
problem. But I do hope that
it will provide additional
incentive for the railroad to
take those steps necessary
to improve its service."
Ford, also a critic of the
L&N, said, "the magnitude
of the fine reaffirms what
we've-. been contending all
along — that L&N is not
delivering adequate service
to coal shippers in eastern
Kentucky.
"The heavy fine indicates
to me that the ICC, after its
short three-month in-
vestigation,' has hard
evidence that the railroad is
not fulfilling its service
responsibilities.
"While I am pleased with
the ICC's action, it certainly
doesn't excuse the ICC from
continued oversight of the
railroad. L&N can pay the
fine but it's certainly not
going to guarantee that
roadbed,s. will be improv
and additional cars and
power will be forthcoming to
those service points which
have been so badly
neglected," Ford said.
,lilerailroad, which can
appeal the decision, had no




studying the decision and
will respond at a later
time,- she said.
The ICC charged that the
eastern Kentucky coal
carrier has ortunitted
numerous violations of car
service orders affecting the
placing, removal, forwarding
and repair of cars during a
three-month period ending
July 31.
Based on a minimum
charge of $500 for each of
the offenses plus $50 per day
for each offense, the ICC
cited the action as its latest
attempt to improve rail
mervice to coal mine
operators in the Harlan and
Hazard areas.
It warned IAN president,
Prime F. Osborn, by letter
that "if there is a prolonged
or repeated failure to, settle
these . claims" the comm-
misalon could take the issue
to court.-.. '
In addition, the com-
mission pointed out that
public comments on a
proposed show cause order
were dtie today. These will
be evaluated before the
seven-member body votes on
whether to issue to proposed
service orders.
One would require the
L&N's parent company,
Seaboard Coast Line, to
provide 100 additional
locomotives ,to the L&N. The
second would require L&N
to double the number -of cars
it supplies to those mines
which ship coal in single-car
shipments.
Huddleston said he still
believes the most immediate
need "is for the ICC to
approve the staff recom-
mendations concerning (the)
two proposed service orders.
Red
White
Finance Committee Head Calls
For Study Of City, County Taxes
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
— The co-chairman of a
'legislative committee has
called for a study of the
ability of local governments
to finance their operations,
now that the new court
system has diverted a
number of fees and fines
previously going to them.
Rep. Joe Clarke, I)-
Danville, co-chairman of the
Interim Committee on
Appropriations and Revenue,
also said Thursday that the
possibtiity -of -tering more-of
the property tax for cities
and counties rather than
schools should be explored.
Gov. Julian Carroll has
said several times that he
favors a continuing increase
of state funding for
education and less reliance
on local property taxes.
Clarke said the committee
needs to find out how local
governments are faring
financially, especially under
judicial reform which has
funneled some money into
courts that previously was
part of a city's or county's
budget.
The appropriations com-
mittee was told that the
latest revised estimates on
revenue for the next two
fiscal years pose no
-problem, even though
Department of Revenue
projections are lower than
those of Larry Lynch, a
Legislative Research
Commission consultant.
- Gilmore Dutton, arta LRC
fiscal administrator, said the
current outlook is that the '
1980 Legislature will have
$40 million to $50 million in
surplus money to allocate
for non-recurring programs.
He estimated a surplus of
$20 million at the end of the
current fiscal year — next
June 30 — and somewhat
more again at the end of the
following year.
Lynch's estimate of in-
come to be received by the
state through taxes was
more optimistic than that of
the Revenue Department,
but Button said the
not that important, though
"it may hold considerable
academic interest."
"The committee can have
reasonable confidence that
the monetary resources will
be available to meet the
obligations of the 1978-79
budget," Dutton said.
Then he projected the
twoyear surplus of up to $50
million. That applies to the
general fund, which finances
most state government
services.
The highway fund "may
be the beneficiary of a
modest windfall," Dutton
said.
For perhaps the first time
in a conipreherisive form,
the appropriations com-
mittee received a complete
schedule of fees and fines
that were passed or revised
in the last General Assembly'
session.
A total of 31 pieces of
legislation resulted in a wide
variety of increases. '
The financial impact also
was hated by the LRC





"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
survey.
The biggest single an-
tieipated yield was from
raises in motor vehicle and
motor carrier fines, which
generally have been boosted























Prices Good Mon. Aug. 21st thru Sat. Aug. 26th
The oil house paint that lives up to its name!
• Rich oil base brushes on easily


















• Quick-drying flat latex
house paint
• Easy to apply, quick TO clean up
• Self-cleaning white to stay
fresh looking
• Good weeper resistance
Open Mon Fri 7 III 5, Sat 8-12
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By The Associated Press
Logan- County appeared
the hardest hit, but scat-
tered property damage was
reported in several areas
Thursday night as heavy
thunderstorms moved
through western and south-
central Kentucky.
And the National Weather
Service predicted more
thunderstorms today.
"Between 7:30 and 8:30
(CDT), we had 28 calls
f- efetrilir ti5-7ütfllty) poles
being down, trees down and
other storm-related
damage," said a city police
spokesman in Russellville.
Fallen trees blocked about
eight streets in the city and
damaged automobiles in a
sales lot and several homes,
he said. The damage was
believed to be minor, he
added.
Lewisburg, a rural Logan





MEMPHIS (AP) — Police
and fire union leaders said
today they had accepted a
tentative agreement to end a
strike that has kept Mem-
phis clamped under a
curfew for a week.
The agreement, worked
out with the Chamber of
Commerce which has been
negotiating on behalf of the
city, still was subject to the
approval of city officials and
the unions' rank-and-file.
David Baker, president of
the Memphis Police
Associatin, and Kuhron
Huddleston, leader of Local
1784 of the International
Association of Firefighters,
said their members would
vote on the proposals today.
Tommy Powell, president
of the 60,000 member
Memphis AFL-CIO Labor
Concil, and James McGehee,
preSident of the Chamber of
Commerce, hadlive word of
the tentative pact earlier.
Terms of the contract
were not immediately
disclosed.
A federal ,mediator, Ed
McMahon of the Federal
Mediation and Conciliation
Service, was involved in the
negotiations that had con-
tinued uninterrupted through
the night.
One of the last stumbling
blocks that had to be
resolved apparently was the
length of the contract.
Mayor Wyeth Chandler said
earlier the city had made
three separate offers to the
unions, but he said any
settlement wauld involve a
two—year contract. Both
union presidents have in-
sisted on one-year pacts,
saying they did not want to
locked into a wage
package where inflation
could erode their members'
gains.
power during the storm
after winds blew down
utility poles in the area, said
Deputy Sheriff Ron Hart.
Telephone lines and several
trees also were blown down,
he said.
State police at Bowling
Green said high winds
ripped the roof from a house
in rural Logan County and a
barn was blown down.
Officers said there were
several_ report.t_stf __power_
outages in Logan and nearby
counties.
Madisonville state police
said a power line was pulled
down by a falling tree
during a heavy storm on
U.S. 41 north of Hopkin-
sville, and there were
scattered reports of other
fallen trees in the area.
And Greenville city police
in Muhlenberg County
reported power failures and
fallen trees.
There also were reports of
uprooted trees and light
flooding in Central City, and
large hail heavily damaged
crops in the area, as it did
in Simpson County.
No injuries were reported.
The National Weather
Service said the storm upset
a mobile home in White
Plains, but city and state
police could not confirm the
report.
The weather service issued
severe thunderstorm war-
nings during the evening for.
Muhlenberg, Butler, Sim-
pson, .Warren, Allen and
Barren counties and a
portion of Logan County as
the storm system, triggered
by a warm front, moved to
the east.
Police said fallen trees
and power outages were
reported in most of the





LOUISVILLE, Ky. — The
Internal Revenue Service
(IRS) has released the names
of those Kentucky taxpayers
for whom IRS is still holding
undelivered 1976 Federal
Income tax refund checks.
According to the IRS, most
of these checks remain un-
delivered because taxpayers
have moved and left no for-
warding address with the U.S.
Postal Service. Others marry
and change both name and
address. One person on the list
is Bruce L. Butcher of
Murray.
Some refunds may be held
up because of errors or
omissions on tax returns. And
there's always the possibility
a refund check may be lost or
stolen. In this case, a tracer
can be placed on the missing
check.
The IRS stressed that in all
refund inquiries, a taxpayer
should be prepared to provide
  name and address as they
appear on the return, the
actual name and address - if
different, the social security
number(s), and the type of
form filed.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who hove net
received their home-delivered
copy of The Mornay Ledger &
MR'S by 5:30 p.m. blowday•
Friday or by 3:30 p.m. an Satter-
days ore sated to ca 753-11116
between 5:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
Illtsaday-Friday, or 3:30 p.m.
mad 4 p.m. Sertordays, to Insure
delivery of the newspaper. Calls
most be *cod by 6 pin.
weekdays or 4 p.m. Saturdays
to goorantire delivery.
Under most circumstances
an undelivered refund check
an be reissued to the new
address and could be received
within four to six weeks.
IT you're one of these tax-
payers still wondering about a






And still searching for the grocery store and more
closet space?
It's my Job to help you feel at home fast. As your
WELCOME WAGON Hostess I can supply answers
to your new neighborhood questions and bring a
basket of gifts to delight your family.
Hundreds of people like you in Murray have
called me. I hope you will, too.
Inge King 492-8348
Olt- Mary Hamilton 753-5570
Sky Line 96% Graphite
Spin Cast Rod
With Ceramic Guides

















Ws deadly and... Ws balsa
A thinned-down version of the balsa "B" w:th plenty of
sting. Designed primarily for farm ponds ant! other shallow
water fishing, the Kill'r "B" is designed to work'in depths
from surface down to six feet. Probably wouldn't go any
deeper than that with an anchor tied on it ... and, of course,
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Slow retrieve design blade, pulsating
hand-tied hackle tail, colorful matching
body. For bass, trout, pike and pan fish.
1/32 oz. to 1/6 oz. 79
„,oz 87











































Model 30411t5 14•41114wailipht Fresh Water
Prewound with 75 yds. 8 lb. .test








Model 310111. Medium Fresh Water
Ptewound with 80 yds. 10 lb. test Trilene-XL
mono line. Wei t 8.8 oz;...
57 EACH
Model 3121111. Medium/Heavy Fresh Water
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FROM THE GOVERNOR'S DESKDeaths and Funerals
Mrs. Robertson Is
Dead At Age Of 90;
Funeral Saturday
Mrs. Lula Robertson of the
Coldwater community died
Thursday at 5:45 p.m at the,
Westview Nursing Home.
Site was 90 years of age and
the wife of Clifton Robertson
who died in 1927.
The Calloway woman was
r member of the Coldwater
Baptist Church. Born Sept.
23, 1887. in Missouri, she
was the daughter of the late
. dough •Gherry-orid
Sally Flood Cherry.
Mrs. Robertson is survived
by three daughters, Mrs.
Carlos Magdaline) Pierce,
Mrs. James (Dell) Frazier,
and Mrs. Thurman (Fay)
Albin. all .s.c,f- Kirksey Route
One; two sons, Noel
Robertson, Coldwater, and
Ralph Robertson, Hazel
Park, Mich.; 21 grand-
children; 39 great grand-
children; 13 great great
grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Saturday at three p.m. at
the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home
with the Rev. Grover Page
officiating and Mrs. Haru
Adams in charge of the
music.,
Grandsons will serve as
pallbearers and burial will
follow in the Asbury
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the





Maynard Key, fornierly of
Calloway County, died
Wednesday morning at the
University of Tennessee
Hospital, Memphis, Tenn. He
was 67 years of age.
Mr. Key is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Lou Key, 741
Adams Street, Memphis..
Tenn.; one daughter, Mrs..
Patty Sue Brown, two sons,
Joe Bryant ( Pete) Key and
Jerry Key, and several
grandchildren, all of
Memphis, Tenn.
Funeral services were held
this morning at ten o'clock
at the Forrest Hills Chapel






The Rev. Ronald Hardison,
music director of the Grace
Baptist Church, will be the
speaker at the 10:45 a.m.
and 630 p.m. worship
services on Sunday, Aug. 20,
at the Grace Church, whde
the pastor, the Rev. R. J.
Burpoe, is on vacation.
...aLL. the morning- service tile
church choir, directed by
Rev. Hardison with Dwane
Jones as organist and Anita
Underhill as pianist, will
sing "Walk With Me."
Sundiy School will be at
9:45 a.m. with Steve
Smotherman . as superin-
tendent and Josephine
Manning as secretary.
Nursery workers will be
Carolyn Caldwell, Kim
Garland, Joyce Underhill,
and Lottie Hall. Bus driver
tar the month is Stanley
Henry and for bus in-
formation call Don Hale.
On Wednesday at 7:30
p.m. prayer service and




The annual meeting will
by held Sunday, Aug. 20, at
01d Salem Cemetery,
located southeast of Murray
op the Old Concord Road.
;A basket dinner will be
teed by those attending.ds are needed for the
diantinued upkeep .of the
cemetery
Persons unable to attend
on Sunday may mail or give
their donations to Jack
Dodd, Relmon Wilson,
Gjiarles Rains, James




Mrs. Burdette Lawson of
Mayfield Route One died
Wednesday at 2:45 p.m. at
the Community Hospital,
Mayfield. She was 88 years
of age and the widow of
Harry Lee Lawson.
-The deceased was a long
time resident of' the Sedalia
community and was a
member of the Sedalia
Baptist Church.
--IvIii7Tavisor—irs survived
by two daughters, Mrs. Nell
Jetton, Mayfield Route One,
and Mrs. Ruth Bagwell,
Mayfield; three sons, Rollie,.
R. L. (Chip), and Ralph
Lawson, all of Mayfield
Route One; one sister, Mrs.
Lester Pullen, Farmington;
one brother, Earl Wyatt,
Mayfield; one grandson,
James Lawson; two great
grandchildren.
The funeral is being held
today at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield, with the
Rev. Glyn Orr and the Rev.
Charles Blair officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Robert Denham, Jack Ford,
Ed Wheeler, Byron Boyd,
Jesse Jones, Clyde Eidson,
Vernon Ray Cates, R. L
Kinsey, and Herbert Doran,
all deacons of the Sedalia
Baptist Church. Burial will
follow in the Lebanon
Church cemetery.
Funeral Is Today
For Mrs. Edna Hunt
The funeral for Mrs. Edna
Hunt of Benton is being held
today at one p.m. at the
chapel of the Linn Funeral
Home, Benton, with the Rev.
Otis Jones officiating. Burial
will follow in the Union
Ridge Cemetery.
Mrs. Hunt, age 67, died
Wednesday at three a.m. at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Survivors include two
sons, Charles Lee Freeman
of Benton and Clifford Hunt
of Cadiz; one sister, Mrs.
Mallie Sargent of Paducah;
four brothers, Robert Earl
"Collins, William Zeke
Collins, and Mirl Collins, all




St. John's Baptist Church
will observe Senior Citizens
Day on Sunday, Aug. 20, at
2:30 p.m. with the Rev. E.
Pullen of Paducah as the
principal speaker.
The Rev. Pullen has
pastored several churches
and is very active in civic
and church work, according
to a church spokesman. He
has retired after serving as
pastor of several churches in
West Kentucky. but is still
active in Sunday School and
the BTU Convention
Association.
Dinner will be served -
prior to the program,
cording to the church pastor,'
the Rev. C. E. Timberlake,
who invites the public to
attend and extends a special
invitation to all senior
citizens. Bus transportation
will be available by calling
St. John's church.
"Let's go to the fair" is
an invitation to a wholesome
fun time for the entire family
-- and one that almost any of
us can enjoy immensely.
Whether you are partic-
ipating in any of the various
competitions, exhibits and
shows or just go to view them,
young and old alike can have a
good time at the fair. And,'of
course, the rides on the
midway are an.. event in
-
Everything :that is in-
volved in a county fair offers a
fine example of many of the
best things in our country's
heri(age.
We see the care that goes
into breeding championship
livestock and raising top qual-
ity fruits and vegetables, as
well as Ways to preserve them
and the skill involved in
producing other handiwork.
Then, too, there are the
many different kinds of enter-
taming shows and the pleasure
of meeting and chatting with
old friends.
Yes, fairs are fun. But,
like everything else these days,
rising costs have made it
harder to continue these
activities, or for new ones to
start up.
It is because we recog-
nized this common problem --
and because we did not want
any. Kentucky family to be
denied the joy .of going to his
or her own county fair -- that
we decided to invest some of
our state money to keep this
old tradition going
. Fifteen years ago, pnly
about SO of Kentucky's 120
counties had a fair of their
own. To encourage the devel:
opment ef more, the state
then started appropriating a
little money to be. used for
prizes in the livestock shows
and food-raising, preserving
and other competitions. -
With that kind of help.
the number of county fairs
rose to 67 by 1972.
But then other difficul-
ties cropped up. Many coun-
ties found it necessary to
repair and improve their fair
buildings - and - grounds. The
cost of doing so, however,
already was shooting up and
the fairs had no ready access to
the kind of additional money
that was needed.
.Once again, state govern-
ment came to the rescue, and
began making money available
to help county fairs maintain
and improve their grounds and
facilities. We started out at a
comparatively low level - with
an appropriation of just
$6,500 in 1973.
By 1975, 73 county fairs
were receiving an average
payment from the state of
$600 to $1,500, to be used
both for prize money and for
improving facilities.
This state effort to help
local fairs was given a substant-
ial boost in 1976 when
legislation passed by the Gen-
eral Assembly appropriated
1.2.65,000 to the local fair
program. Thatmoney allowed
the amount of money going to
each fair to nearly double- to
an average ,of $2,800. The
number of fairs getting such
help rose to 80.
This trend continued in
1977, when 84 fairs received
state aid that exceeded
$3,000, on the average. •
Administration Considers
Limiting Tax Itemizing
This year, we are helping
87 fairs across the state -- 20
more than we were just 16
years ago. That means that the
residents of 20 more counties
are able to enjoy a county fair
of their very own.
The total amount of
money going to county fairs
this year is $347,000. Addi-
tional money going into the
County Fair Building Program
has allowed the maximum
paymentior.each_faii for that_
purpose to be doubled, from
$1 ,000 to $2,000.
TO show how great -a
need there is in this area:a
total of 67 fairs have indicated
they will apply for state
money this year to repair or
replace buildings or do other
construction Ai allow them to
better serve theirpitiiens.
The 1976 legislation also
made it possible to improve
county fairs significantly by
helping them hold harness-
racing. Many states north of
Kentucky long had found that
racing helped create greater
interest in their local fairs.
It was indeed ironic that
Kentucky -- which is known as
much as anything for its
horse-racing - had let our
harness racing fade through
the years, when it used to be a
beloved part of the old county
fair. .
That has changed now
and more and more of our fairs
are offering this sport. Ken-
tucky's thriving Standardbred
horse industry makes this a
natural for such local enjoy-
ment.
Our fairs are indeed
bigger and better. Let's all get
out and enjoy them.
State Fair Activities
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Saturday at the Kentucky
State Fair.
8 a.m. — 4-H Sheep and
Swine Judging, Sheep and
Swine Pavilion.
9 a.m. — Open dairy
Chestnut Street
Baptist Sing Set
A singing will be held at
the Chestnut Street General
Baptist Church, located at
Chestnut and, Cherry Streets,
on Sunday, Aug. 19.
Lunch will be served at
noon following the morning
worship services at the
church,
The Frankhouser Family
and Ronnie and Ann
Thornton, and other singers
will be singing throughout
the afternoon.
All ChM and the fftiblic
are invited to attend, a
church spokestnan said. •
rIATA „.
Kentucky Lake, 7 -I.m.
356.7, down 0.2.
Below dam 302 2, up 1.1
Barkley Lake, 7 a al
356.8, down 0.1.
Below dam 307.7, down 0.3.





Arena; 4-H Judging, ABC
rooms and Newmarket Hall.




Williamson, pastor of the
Sinking Spring Baptist
Church, will speak at the
eleven a.m. and 7:30 p.m.
worship services on Sunday,
Aug. 20, at the church.
At the morning service the
Adult Choir, directed by
Tommy Scott with Mrs.
Scott as pianist and Mrs.
Jim Neale as organist, will
sing "Let Them Know."
Jim Kuykendall, deacon of
the week, will assist in the
morning service.
The youth choir will meet
at six p.m. for practice and
will sing in the Simelay
evening service.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Mrs. Becky Nance,
Mrs. Nancy Bogard,,and
Miss Judy Hughes.
Sunday School will be at
ten a.m. and Church
Training will be at 6:30 p.m.
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
August IS, 1971
Kentucky Purchase Aria Hoe Market
Report Ificludes 1 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act 647 Est ODD Barrows &
Gilts 111.7S few 1.00 higher So .4 steady
US 14111430 lbs.  149 50-4975
US 14 311114411 lbs.  149 00-49 50
US 24 141411111a  MI 00-49 00
US S-4 310411 lbs.  $47 0041 00
Sows
US 1-2 270450 lbs. .   $35114100
US 14 316,49/ 411-  13111049 00
US 14 410-1/111bo.  1391141.00
US 1-3 500-6501ba 1141.1142.10 kw 43 CO
US 2-3 10) ;00 ft',4  132.1141 00
Roars zs 00.14
Stock Market
Prices of stork of local witereat at
nom, EDT, today, I urnishod to the
Lodger & limes by First of Michigan.
Corp., fif Murray. are au follows
lbolimbial Average +4 13
Air Products
Ametican Motors . 129 41
Mk A
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3111 114 +6 +:;1:414
?IlleaPI:sigtetrraro °all 4 .
Wal.Mart 
SiMi 14
.Wend) 4 31912. 2131 463741
11 a.m. — Sweet Adelines,
West Courtyard gazebo;
100th Division Color Guard
Competition, West Courtyard
Street; tropic and native fish
judging, East Hall lobby. —
1 p.m. — Pipe-smoking
contest, West Hall.





2:30 p.m. — Charlee, West
Hall stage.




4 p.m. — Heart, Stadium
stage.
5 p.m. — Gary U.S.
Bonds, East Hall, Stage A.
6 p.m. — Teen-age rock
band, East Courtyard stage.
8 p.m. — Heart, Stadium
stage; Rodeo, Coliseum;
disco dance, East Courtyard.
8:30 p.m. — Charlee, West
Hall stage.
9:30 p.m. — Jim and Julie





CHICAGO (AP) - Two
armed- Croatitta nationalists
who threatened to blow up




from the imprisoned man
they had sought to free.
Authorities credited the
brother of the prisoner for
the terrorists' peaceful
surrender and the hostages'
safe release after a 10-hour
drama.
WASHINGTON
.. WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Carter's veto of a
837 billion weapons bill has
brought angry responses
front supporters of a
proposed giant nuclear-
powered aircraft carrier.
The president says the 62
billion carrier is not needed.
WASHINGTON (AP) —
The Carter administration is
considering a change which,
if Congress goes along,
would limit itemized income
tax deductions in an attempt
to simplify the tax system,
says Treasury Secretary W.
Michael Blumenthal.
Such a change could refill
ID higher taxes for many
couples and iadividuala who
Itemize deductions and it
also might entice millions
away from Itemizing at all.
WASHINGTON (AP) —
The House in an unusual
move stomped all over the




By a 245-133 vote, the
House on Thursday rejected
money to continue con-
struction of the Senate's new
office building, a
multimillion-dollar complex
which would beeorne the
most expensive office
building on Capitol Hill.
INTERNATIONAL
„PARIS (AP) — After six
days and nights on sardines
and hot dogs, three
American balloonists
celebrated their : - pioneer,
record-breaking crossing of
the Atlantic at a French
champagne soiree.
Ben Abruzzo, 48, Maxie
Anderson, 44, and Larry
Newman, 31, all of
Albuquerque, N.M., dropped
to a tumultuous welcome in
a wheat field 60 miles west
of Paris Thursday evening.
MANILA, Philippines (AP)
A bomb went off in the
toilet of a Philippine airliner
at 24,000 feet today, ap-
parently blowing the bomber
out through a hole in the
fuselage and wounding three
other passengers, official
sources reported.
The airline said the plane
landed at Manila Inter-
national Airport 15 minutes
after the explosion
WASHINGTON (AP) — Treasury
Secretary W. Michael Blumenthal says
the Carter administration will consider
limiting itemized income tax deduc-
tions in an effort to simplify the nation's
tax system.
Such a change, if approved by
Congress, could result in higher taxes
for many couples and individuals who
itemize deductions. It also might entice
millions away from itemizing.
That is precisely what Sen. Russell B:
Long, who asked Blumenthal to con-
sider the idea, is trying to do. Massive
_ switches away from itppioog_ would
result in fewer taxpayer errors and less
work for the Internal Revenue Service.
Blumenthal agreed Thursday to have
his staff consider changes in itemized
deductions as he testified for Carter's
tax proposals before the Senate
Finance Committee, headed by Long, a
Louisiana Democrat.
Blumenthal appeared ready to
compromise with the Senate on various
provisions in the tax bilL
That stance contrasted sharply with
the administration's position in earlier
dealings with the House. After Carter's
advisers appeared unwilling to com-
promise on key points, almost all the
president's proposals were junked in
the House.
Despite Blumenthal's conciliatory
attitude with the Finance Committee,
Carter told a news conference later -in
,the day he will not hesitate to veto the
bill if it is unacceptable to him.
Blumenthal found two major faults
with the $16.3 billion bill passed by the
House:
—The $10.4 billion package of in-
dividual tax cuts is tilted too much
toward high-income taxpayers, he said.
He asked the Senate to rewrite the bill
to make it more like the president
proposed last January.
—While the Carter administration is
now willing to accept some reduction in
the tax on capital gains, khe House
provisions are inequitable because they
would virtually destroy the "minimum
,tegt,":Blumenthal said. That tax is
aimed at ensuring that wialthy Iii-
-ve,stors pay some federal tax no matter
how many deductions they claim.
Blumenthal said the minimum tax
should be retained and that a costly
inflation adjustment on capital gains —
the profits from the sale of stocks, real
estate and other property — should be
eliminated from the House bill.
Three-fourths of couples and in-
dividuals use the standard deduction.
The figure would go up slightly under
the House bill for two reasons.
First, the House measure would raise
the standard deduction by $100 — to
$2,300 for single persons and $3,400 for
couples filing a joint return.
Second, the bill would eliminate the
itemized deduction allowed for state
and local gasoline taxes and reduce




WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Carter has scored a breakthrough that
has gotten his long-stalled energy plan
moving in Congress again, Vice
President Wafter F. Mondale said
today.
Carter and congressional leaders
made a series of personal appeals to
House members and senators Thursday
in an attempt to get a natural gas
compromise out of a conference
committee for final consideration by
the Senate and House.,
They worked against the start of a 20-
day Labor Day recess which com-
plicates potential progress on the
energy package, first sent to Congress
by Carter 16 months ago.
The president met late .Thursday
night with two House Democratic
energy conferees, Charles Rangel of
New York and James Carman of
California, in an attempt to obtain their
signatures on the compromise gas
report,,,
Apparing on NBC's Today Show,
Mondale said, "We had a breakthrough
last night on the -long overdue gas
conference report."
The vice president predicted that the
breakthrough would give momentum to
the longstalled energy program.
While Carter appeared to have ob-
tained the necessary House and Senate
signatures on the natural gas con-
ference report, the bill must still get
through the Senate where a filibuster
has been threatened by liberal op-
ponents, who say it is too costly to
consumers.
To get the natural gas coference
report to the Senate floor, Carter had to
obtain the signatures of 13 House
members and nine-conferees. The last
of the three Senate conferees signed on
Thursday.
Ten House members were known to
have signed by late Thursday, with
Rep. Charles Wilson, D-Texas, counted
No. 11. By Mondale's account, Carter
found the final two House members late
Thursday after his intensive day of
lobbying.
The compromise, the product of
several months of delicate negotiations,
would lift price controls- by 1965 with
gradual increases for residential and
industrial users of natural gas in the
meantime.
Both chambers had approved ver-
sions of the natural gas bill and
congressional conferees announced last
May that they had reached agreement
on a compromise.
But some conferees decided in the
last few weeks that a draft of the
compromise differed from what they
agreed to last spring and declined to
sign the final conference report.
At the White House on Thursday
night, two of the Senate holdouts,
Republicans Pete Domenici of New
Mexico and James McClure of Idaho,
signed the compromise, thus assuring
final agreement among the necessary
nine Senate conferees.
Carter Nominates
Free-man To TVA Board
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— Although-President Carter
has nominated a Chicago
railroad executive as a
Tennessee Valley Authority
director, the three-member
board will function with only
one member until October or
November, officials say.
Carter sent the nomination
of Richard Freeman to the
Senate: Environment and
Public, Works Committee on
Thursday, seven weeks alter
he told valley senators
Freeman was his choice to
fill former chairman Aubrey
Wagner's seat on the board.
Freeman, 57, has been a
vice president of the Chicago
and Northwestern Tran-
sportation Co. since 1967.
From 1948 to 1957, he was a
TVA attorney, working
primarily with the agency's
resource programs and early
coal purchases.
Senate sources said the
Environment and Public
Works Committee will not be
able to schedule con-
firmation hearings until late.
September or October. The
nomination, then has to be
approved by the full Senate.
That Means the seven-
state government utility will
have gone five or six modthi
with former White House
energy adviser -and present'
TVA chairman S. David
Freeman as its only
director.
The two Freemans, who
aren't related, worked
together on TVA's legal staff
in the early 1950s. The
nominee had the chairman's
backing to fill Wagner's
seat.
David Freeman was ap-
pointed to the TVA board by
Carter last summer and
named chairman when
Wagner retired May 18. He
has six years remaining on
his term.
As the nominee to fill
Wagner's seat, Richard
Freeman's term would be
for nine years. Carter also
will be able to fill the third
seat on the board because4r
Director- William Jenkins'
resignation on May 5 with
three years remaining on his
term.
"I know the committee
has got to do its duty," the
present TVA chairman said
Thursday. "I'm just an
expectant party down here
waiting for help. A director
by any name would be very
sweet to me right now."
Without at least two
members on the board, TVA
if prohibited by law from
lattnching any new
programs: Htowever, David
Freeman does have the
authority to take any actions




Freeman's exercise of that
power in making large coal
purchases and studying
ways for completing the
embattled Tellico Dam
without a lake might exceed
his authority.




have said they want to
question Richard Freeman
sharply about his views on
the Tellico Dam and other
TVA projects and issues.
Baker is the ranking
minority member on the
environment and public
works committee, which is
chaired by Sen Jennings
Randolph, D-W.Va.
GERVIN WINS AGAIN
SAN ANTONIO (AP) --
George Gervin, the San. Antonio
sharpshooter, not only won the
NBA scoring championship Mi
the 1977-78 season but added
another honor worth $10,000.
Gervin survived the intricate
calculations of a computer to
win the Seven Crowns basket-
ball award. The computer de-
'that Gervin was the
"most productive and con-
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The Murray Calloway County
COMMUNITY
 THEATRE
The goal for our education program is to offer theatre to every child in
Calloway County.
THEATRE IN THE CLASSROOM
One of Community Theatre's foundation principles is taking
theatre education to all of the children in Calloway County
Working with educators from city and county school systems,
Community Theatre not only takes quality productions to the
schools, but offers classroom instruction, assembly programs
and several workshops for teachers We expect the theatre
program in our region to grow along with the knowledge of
the people we serve.
Greg Schmaltz, Richard Simon and Lewis Bossing in production for
—Theatre of the Air."
RADIO DRAMA
Notional Public Radio affiliate WKMS FM and Community
Theatre offer yet another avenue of creative expression for
members — 'Theatre of the Air- which con be heard every
Saturday afternoon from 5.00 until 7:00. Broodway'sounds, in-
terviews, news about area productions and original radio
drama will be featured on Stereo 93 FM. A studio audience is
welcome to be a part of the show which originates from Studio











In the brief time since that first meeting in January of 1977,
Community Theatre has reached a total audience of over
22,000 people with o membership Of over 600. More than fif-
teen major productions have been presented, our education
program has enabled us to have some contact with every
school-age child in the county, and interest and-support is at
an all time high.
Being funded and recognized by the Kentucky Arts Com-
mission ha s meant a great deal to CT Nash Cox, Executive
Director of KAC, has called our organization "an outstanding
example of community cooperation and a model for com-
munities throughout the state "
The Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre could be
called a "theatre of ideas" but that would only be part of the
story. Ours is a theatre of purpose, initiative, and people
The Old Freight Depot offers an excellent spot for both indoor and outdoor
productions.
A NEW ARTS FACILITY
The Murray-Cafloway County Park Board county executives
and city officials have cooperated with the Theatre Board on
many;projects, but one will stand out over all the others. L8N
Railroad offered their old freight depot to the Pork if they
would move it from its site on Railroad Avenue Recently, the
Community Theatre ofrered their support for the project in
hopes that it might be used as a home for the Theatre Two
productions were staged at the old site, grants pursued, and
now the move is underway
Bryon Bartz as Billy, Lori Jones as Jrnny, Eloise Meyer as Naomi Deane,





Richard Simon as Mortimer and Bill Critenden as The Old Actor in "THE
FANTASTICKS."
MAJOR PRODUCTIONS
A regular Fall .and Winter season provides entertainment
for all ages and the chance for many to expand their own ex-
periences of involvement on stage, back stage, in planning
and promoting. Melodrama, children's theatre, dinner theatte,
mUsicals, drama and comedy are all o part of our program
Highlights from past seasons include "THE FANTASTICKS,"
"TOM SAWYER," "THE HOBBIT," "THE THREAD THAT RUNS SO
TRUE," and "YOU'RE A GOOD MAN, CHARLIE BROWN."
Young people and adults work together on the stage and off to present
shows that entertain everyone.
THEATRE FOR CHILDREN
In cooperation with the Murray Theatres, the Cheri movie
theatre will open its doors one Saturday morning a month to,
the music and merriment 'of Community Theatre's own im-
provisational theatre company, The Thieving Magpies The
Magpies plan classic tales, fables, original stories and most of
all, total audience involvement. Children are charged a:small
fee, adults accompanied by a child get in free. Truly a unique
theatrical experience!
Lewis Bossing as Linus, Steve Hussung as Schroeder, Jane Bailey as Lucy,
Johnny Cannon as Snoopy, Tim Hawkins as Charlie Brown, and Dana Silcox
as Patty in YOU'RE A GOOD MAN, CHARLIE BROWN.
After two highly successful summer seasons. planning another one is a must not only for actors, actresses,
and crew members, but for our audiences as well In '77 and '78, summer productions played to full houses
or standing-room-only crawdg. A broad selection of classic theatre plays from good literature and children's




$100-$499 I Please send your tax deductible (ontributions to: COMMUNITY$500- 
THEATRE, Box 952, Murray, Ky. 42071
ACTIVE MEMBERSHIP
Junior (under 18) $1.00
General $5.00
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It took everyone of us
to fix the -
finest food in town ...
 and we aren't even cooks. 
Murray Home and Auto
Chestnut Street
his was the logical place to go for such as door
knobs openers closures and general hardware items
Murray lumber Company
104 Maple Street
They found for us all that pretty western cedar that
covers the building
Rickman and Norsworthy
SOO South 4th Street
Some doors but also the ceiling tile and roofing
materials came from them
Bobby T: McCuiston
Route 5
Bobby's talent with hammer and saw made him the








Aside from picking out our antiques leery is re-
sponsible for all the built-in and custom furniture
Randy Kursave
1620 College Farm Road




Neither scorching heat nor burning sun could keep
them from installing the roofing
Rowland Refrigeration
110 South 12th Street
You name it They repaired it, installed the ice makers,
vending machines and worked on kitchen equipment
Vaughn's Plumbing
501 North 4th Street
They did all the kitchen plumbing, gas work, and also
installed the restroom fixtures
Joe Smith Carpet Center
South 4th Street
They were laying all over the floor Why not+ They put
down all our interior carpeting
West Ky. Glassworks
Highway 94
`you cant miss their artistry They did the mur,




He is at your feet —everywhere The floor tile• ,
contribution of supply and craftsmanship
Wayside Upholstery
Route 4
All booth cushions and some of the antique
the lobby are the fruits of their labor
Purdom and Thurman Insurance
407 Maple




Designed or advised on things like the menu, trade-
criark,T-shiffs and things •
M and G Class
Dixieland Center
The glass doors and the guards over the salad bar are
part of their efforts
Creative Printers, Inc.
808 Chestnut Street
Patiently, they put up with foe Rigsby's pressure and




It took many a brush stroke to cover this entire place
but stroke it they did '
Twin Lakes Office Supply
314 Main Street
You know all the stuff you need to run a business
Well they had it and now we do
We needed lots of help in a short time so they also helped
with the antique furniture
Randy Thornton Service Company
802 Chestnut Street
We needed some new stuff and some old air con-
ditioners, etc- repaired You'll feel better because
of them
Freed Cotham Sheet Metal Co. •
802 Chestnut Street
A restaurant needs hoods and metal tanopies and
ducts and louvres and even gutters on the eaves
Thanks, Jimmie Clopton
Shirley Florist & Garden Center
502 North 4th Street
After all else. Shirley's came in with all of those
beautiful plants that made things come alive
Marimik Industrial Supply
Olympic Plaza
The old Palace kitchen equipment needed a little
cleaning, so with stone steam and hard work it came
out good as almost new
Of course we couldn't have lighted the first light, nor
turned on the first burner, nor gotten rid of the first bit
of trash without the great cooperation of the
Aturviiy Municipal Utilities
Murray Natural Gas Systems and
Murray Sanitation Department
When Chuck and Bela-Wynn saidthey wanted this 
really
unusual restaurant built from a very ordinary old
building and- opened by July 25, we thought they were nuts.-
Well, with all of us working to-
gether, we made it. We helped bring
to Murray a lot of fine food served in
a most unique atmosphere.
They gave us the job that couldn't
1:3 -done and we built it for you.
Five Points -LMurray, Kentucky






GETS MASTER'S DEGREE.. Margot (Mrs. Dwain) Mditsh....Murry. k
congratulated by Dr. Richard Butwell, vice-president for academic
programs, after being awarded a master's degree in education Aug. 4
during the Summer Commencement exercises at Murray State University.
A total of 501 graduates were awarded degrees at the mid-afternoon
ceremonies, at which Kentucky Gov. Julian M. Carroll was the principal
speaker.
HONOR GRADUATE: Juana Stockdale, Route 1, Hazel, was among eight
candidates graduating magna cum laude Aug. 4 at the summer Com-mencement exercises at Murray State University. The daughter of Mr. ana
Mrs. James Stockdale, she received a bachelor of science degree in nursing.
Offering congratulations is Dr. Richard Butwell, the new vice-president for
academic programs at Murray State. A total of 501 graduates received un-
dergraduate and graduate degrees during the ceremony, at which Ken-
tucky Gov. Julian M. Carroll was the principal speaker.
AWARDED DEGREE IN NURSING: Katie Compton Elkins, 701 Vine Street,
Murray was among those awarded bachelor of science degrees in nursing
Aug. 4 at the Summer Commencement exercises at Murray State Univer-
sity. She is the daughter of Clarence Compton, 800 Hurt Street, and
graduated with distinction. Shown offering congratulations is Dr. Richard
Butwell, the new vice-president for academic programs at Murray State.
Kentucky Gov. Julian M. Carroll was the principal speaker for the
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UK Museum Gets Totem Pole
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
A rare totem pole, acquired
this week by the University
of Kentucky art museum,
may bring national
recognition to the new
museum, director Priscilla
eatt-aays7
The 20-foot pole, carved
with animals, birds and
strange creatures, and
painted in pastel colors by
the Kwakiutl, a Nor-
thwestern Indian tribe,
arrived Sere this week from
California.
It will be the focal point of
the museum, placed in the
huge central gallery. The
museum is part of the
massive $6.5 million fine
arts building now under
construction on the site of
the old Stoll football field.'
The totem pole is part of a
handful of major works of
art that Mrs. Colt has
purchased since she became
museum director three years
ago.
Why a totem pole in
Kentucky? It started as a
joke, Mrs. Colt said Thur-
sday.
The gallery space designed
by the architect was so vast
and the ceiling so high that
someone suggested that he
had designed it for a totem
pole.
But the idea took root, and
Mrs. Colt hunted for a year
until she found the right one.
It cost $12,500 and she said
Assistant State Auditor Says
Work Will Stay Out Of Politics
By HERBERT SPARROW .
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
— An assistant state
auditor's explanation of how
how state audits will, kept
out of politics boss,
state Auditor Grt Atkins,
is running for go or, still
left a question in the mind
of a legislator.
"What does George do?"
Rep. • Buddy Adams, D-
Bowling Green, asked
Robert Warren on Thursday.
In response to a question
from Adams, Warren had
told the Joint Inte •
" Approkiations and Revenue
Committee that a
professional staff not con-
nected with politics makes
decisions on who to audit.
"The assistant state
auditor, by statute, is really
the person who is respon-
sible for the technical
work," Warren said. "The
decision on who and when to
audit and what to report are
made by a professional staff
that I direct.
"My appointment was
-professional, I am an
auditor," Warren said. "I
never met the man (Atkins)
until after 'the was elected
auditor. I have no political'
amibitions to run for auditor
or anything else and I can't
see why anyone would want
to be governor.
"My sole interest is to
insure the integrity of the
auditing function of state
government," Warren said.
Atkins, who announced his
candidacy earlier this month
for the Democratic
nomination for governor in
the May 1979 primary, has
been an outspoken critic of
the administration of Gov.
Julian Carroll. He also has




that "decisions on who to
audit come from myself.
The findings come from a
professional staff."
Warren said that Atkins,
as a political candidate, is
Roy Garland
Body Shop Manager
These men have many years of combined
experience in automotive repair. All to
prove that only the best will do for our
Customers.
Parket-1'16T life.781 MO Fortireet Parts Service
Call 753-8825 753-5279
free to take a public record
such as an audit and point it
out to the public.
He said the situation is
much the same as with the
attorney general, whose staff
actually writes the majority
of opinions.
it took some courage to
decide to buy it.
"Somebody said to me,
'You should be buying
Titians instead of totem
poles for this community,"
Mrs. Colt said in an in-
terview, "but I think people
will get used to it, and be
proud of it.
"It will make the musuem
recognized," she said. "It
happens to be a very good
piece of sculpture."
That assessment is shared
by Dr. Philip Drucker, a UK
anthropologist who is a
recognized authaikty • on
Northwest Indian art.
Other major purchases
include several pieces of
pre-Columbian sculpture; a
12th century Peruviar,
textile, and a pair of
Japanese screens which
Mrs. Colt said "have
already made us somewhat
known."
"We will have a few very
good things — a handful of
what I call major
acquisitions so that we
hay something great as a
frame of reference," she
said. -We will concentrate
on 19th and 20th century art
with a few pieces from other
cultures to put us .in a
set , g that's world-
oriented."
The bulk of the museum
collection, acquired before.
Mrs. Colt came to Kentucky
from Dayton, Ohio, is 19th
and 20th century art.
"We are heavily in the
We,stern tradition," she said,
"and I had a strong feeling
when I came that we needed
to break out of the mold.
"My feeling is that the
whole —meaning of a
university is breadth and
quality."
The new museum is
scheduled to open next fall.
LOWEST PRICES OF THE SEASON
ON BRAND NEW FALL FASHION FABRICS!
COMPARE AT $2.99 Y.
DAN RIVER
SHIRTING
• 45 wide Full bOtts
• Polyester'& Cotton
• New Fall Plaids & Stripes
COMPARE AT $299 YD
CONCORD
CALCUTTA
• 4t. cue bo.rs
• Heavy Pantweidht
• Fall Fashion Colors
• 45" wide. Full Bolts
• Avnl and Cotton
• Machine Washable
• Famous Name Cottons
• All New Fall Prints
• 100% Cotton
• Polyester & Cotton
DOOR BUSTER!
SAMPLE LENGTHS OF REG. $8.00 YD
"ROSEWOOD" LA GRANDE OUE
PRINTED
P191
COMPARE THESE AT $7.99 A YARD!
H20 WASHABLE
WOOLENS
54 to 60 wide
Wool Nylon & Polyester
Matching Solids & Fancies
All machine washable
REGULAR $1 DO - 12 YD. x TAPE
TAPE
Get 2 rolls for the price of 1 Plus
get a 3rd roll Free if you mail in
coutSon on package before August 31st
CROMPTON
CORDUROY
• Pinwale Midvale, Wider/ale
• 45- wide Perma-Prese
• Fail Fashion Colors
• A Fashion Favorite .
WOOL
COATINGS
• 60 wide Fuh
• Plush Fleece Coating,
• 4,, canted new Colors
EXPANDED
VINYL
• 54" wide Heeyy Knit Back Vinyl
• All wanted Leather-look Colors 44• 2 to 10 yard matching lengths
• 500 yards at each store










ALL ADVERTISED PRICES GOOD ONLY THROUGH SATURDAY, AUGUST 26th
9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. Daily
•
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Board's Plane Crash Findings Blasted
By The Associated Press
The National Tran-
sportation Safety Board was
"just grabbing at thin air"
when it announced Thursday
that last December's DC-3
crash in Evansville was
caused by failure to remove
control locks from the
aircraft's rudder and right
aileron, says the current
president of the charter
service which provided the
aircraft.
"No witness ever said they
saw the locks on," said
Elliott Martin, who was the
operations rpanager fur
National Jet Services on
Dec. 13 when the aircraft




"I haven't received the
complete report on the
accident, but I completely
dispute the idea the aileron
lock was on.
"There was no way the
aircraft could have made a
left tarn with the right
aileron locked," said Martin,
who said he has 10 years
experience as a DC-3 pilot.
"There were witnesses at
the hearing who said the
aircraft made a left turn. It
seems to me like the safety
board is just groping for an
explanation and picked on
some poor old captain and
House Stomps On Senate's New
Office Building; Kills Funds
WASHINGTON (AP) -
The House stomped all over
the Senate's turf Thursday,
and the intrusion set
telephone wires buzzing.
throughout the Capitol.
By a 245-133 vote, the
House rejected funds to
continue construction of the
Senate's new office building,
a multimilliondollar complex
whose steel ribs already are
showing.
By doing so, the House
denied the Senate parity in
erecting major office
complexes. The House has
three large office buildings
to the two maintained by the
Senate. And the House
maintained its status as
possessor of the most ex-
pensive office building on
Capitol Hill - the $101
million Rayburn- House
_ Office ........might_ ._have been
The House also kept the precedented, at least
number of swimming pools
equal at one apiece. And it
blocked the Senate from
going one up by installing
the firstnindoor tennis court
in a congressional building.
Not to mention the rooftop
restaurants, the 16-foot-high
ceilings, the paneled walls
or the marble-lined atrium
planned for the new Philip
A. Hart Senate Office
Building, which critics call
the "Taj Mahal" or "marble
mausoleum." The building is











Trial Slated To Start
BOWLING GREEN. Ky.
(AP) - A • 22-year-old
college student has been
accused under a relatively
new Kentucky law of per-
forming an abortion on
herself with a knitting
needle.
Trial is scheduled to start
Later this month for Marla.
Pitchford. If convicted, Miss
Pitchford could be sentenced
to 10 to 20 years in prison.
Miss Pitchford, a native of
nearby Scottsville, Ky., is a
Plychology major at
.Western Kentucky Uruver-
ski here. She apparently
was 20 to 24 weeks pregnant
at the time of the June 9
abortion.
.; The woman, described by
:tier court-appointed public
.ilefender as a quiet, shy
frerson. was taken to
owling Green-Warren
ty Hospital, where Dr.
y Slezak treated her and
/plied police.
Miss Pitchford was in-
liicted June 14 by a grand
tzre on charges of first-e manslaughter and
trofit:irming an illegalon. The manslaughter
'barge was dropped at a
ial hearing this week
Cizruit Judge- J. David
rancis on grounds that a
!Sus is not legally a person.
-; At the hearing, public
itefender Flora Stuart
paintained that the abortion








prosecuted was intended to
prevent quacks from per-
forming abortions.
But Commonwealth
Attorney Morris Lowe has
argued the prosecutor's
office simply is upholding
the law. The case is believed
to be one of the first in the
nation in which a lone
woman, without involvejnent
from physicians, has been
charged with performing an
abortion on herself.
Francis ruled earlier this
week that a statement Miss
Pitchford gave police at the
hospital may be admitted as
evidence when the trial
begins Aug. 28. Francis
ruled that police
photographs of the fetus
may not be introduced, but
that a picture of the knitting
needle is admissible.




and the American Civil
labertiestUnion have offered
to support Miss Pitchford's
defense.
Miss Stuart has said she
will base the defense on a
claim that Miss Pitchford
was suffering from tern-
Porary inaafilta when The
abortion was performed. In
addition, the lawyer said,
the penalty of 10 to 20 years
in jail will be argued as
cruel and unusual punish-
ment in this case.
Senate opponent of the




right to step in where it sees
that the interests of the
taxpayers are being flouted
by the Senate," said Sen.
William Proxmire, D-Wis.
And as for the un-
precedented House action,
he said, "it's high time to
end such a ridiculous
precedent:"
Even opponents of the new
poor old co-pilot that can't
defend themselves because
they died in the accident."
Martin wasn't the only
person unhappy with the
NTSB's decision that was
announced Thursday.
"I don't care what they
say, their findings are in-
conclusive," said James
Winburn, the father of one
of the players who died
when the aircraft crashed
shortly after takeoff at
Evansville's Dress Regional
Airport.
Winburn said the NTSB
failed to answer all his
questions about the crash's
-awe.
"I think there were other
things that could have
caused it too," he said,
adding that he believes the
quickness of takeoff without
a weather update was a
factor and that the combined
experience of the pilot and
the co-pilot were inadequate.
Records show that the
pilot, Ty Van Pham, 42, had
logged 9,100 flight hours,
4,600 of them in DC-3s. The
co-pilot, Gaston Pacheco
Ruiz, 35, had 1,330 flight
hours, 80 in the DC-3.
The board report said a
contributing factor was the
loading of most of the 600
pounds of baggage in the
rear compartment, which
made the aircraft tail heavy.
The combination of the
control locks and the
rearward center of gravity
caused the DC-3 to crash
less than 90 seconds after
takeoff, the report con-
cluded.
"I don't know why they
don't appoint pilots and
mechanics to investigate
accidents like this," said
Martin. "A lot of taxpayers'
money supported the In-
vestigation and I'm in total
disagreement with the
probable cause. It's time
 plaiple in the --United States
woke up and got rid of
. politicans who are appointed
to boards likethis."
The basketball team was
traveling to a game in
Tennessee in the aircraft
which was chartered by the
university. It arrived at
Evansville three hours late
and left quickly.
Winburn said he believes
both the airline and the
airport should be held
responsible for the accident.
A number of suits have been
filed by families of the crash
victims, he said, adding,
"But money will not give us
back our sons."
In State Universities
Studying Building Use Can




- Studing the use of
buildings can aid in making
decisions related to college
programs, a state education
official says.
Harry Snyder, executive
director of the Council on
Higher Education, told a
legislative committee
Thursday that a  space use
-sTfidy ihoZd—provide in
formation that will help the
council in reviewing degree
programs, under expanded
authority granted by the
1978 General Assembly.
"We are now reviewing
capital construction requests
to determine their impact
upon program offerings on
the campuses and we are
also reviewing program
requests for their impact
upon the facilities available
for those programs,- Snyder
said in a prepared statement
submitted to the Joint
Interim Appropriations and
Revenue Committee.
The committee, at its July
meeting, asked the council
to conduct the study, using
an outside consultant, and
report back by July 1, 1979.
Snyder said he was certain
the council would approve
the study at its next
meeting, addinf that he
hoped to have the results
ready much sooner than the
deadline, possibly by the
first of next year.
Snyder said the findings of
7-the study wourd -help -the-
council make current
building decisions as well as
aid the Legislature in
preparing the 1980-82 budar
"I think the informati n
also vital to the counjil
during this present bienru
in regard to approval ffr
capital constructi n
projects," Snyder said.
"The council has indicated
that it is somewhat reluctant
to approve construction
projects during this bien-
nium because of the effect
that those projects will have
on the operating budgets for
the institutions during the
.next biennium and budget
periods thereafter," Snyder
said.
"I believe that it is im-
portant to the council and to
this committee that any
project which is approved by
the council be justified
beyond any doubt," he said.
Snyder supported the idea
of an outside consultant. "It
is one thing to collect data,
but is quiet another to in-
terpret it," he said.
In response to a question,
gaTd not foresee
any decline in Kentucky's
college enrollments until
after 1982, although the
nationwide trend is expected
to start downward by then.
Snyder said he believes
the low rate of high school
graduates going to college in
Kentucky is one reason
enrollments will continue to
show small ipereases for the
next fourjears. In Ken-
tucky, 47 to 48 percent of the
graduates attend college,
compared with 60 percent
nationally.
"We have a market that
hasn't been reached yet," he
said.
building thought the House 'PTPSI.COW• "•ICPS." ANO "MOUNTAIN OM" ANT ACGISTEATO TIAD ..... S Of PeOVCO, INC.
action eventually would be
reversed.
-Something tells me the
House leadership will find
way to reverse that vote,"
said Sen. -John Chafee, -R-
R.I., a prime opponent of
the building. "They know
- the praamilcling people over




Byrd of West Virginia was
oa the phone with House
Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill,
D-Mass., shortly after the
vote. The sources, who
requested anonymity, said
Byrd at one point threatened
to hold up the House's long
Labor Day recess by
refusing to bring the
congressional recess
resolution to a Senate vote.
The Senate later In the
day adopted that resolution.
however, allowing the House
to break Thursday night for_




- Attorney General Robert
Stephens has asked Ken-
tuckians who bought certain
kinds of steelbelted radial
tires to contact his office as
part of a search for possibly
defective tires.
Stephens' said he has been




purchases by Kentuckians of
three types of tires
manufactured by the
Firestone Co.
They are the Firestone
500, the Grappler Radial
8000 sold under a Mon-
tgomery, Ward label, and the
Super Shell steel radials sold
by the Shell th-1 CO.
Anyone who has purchased






Inside Courtyard At Vatican
VATICAN CITY (AP) --
Vatican officials showed
sprne 60 journalists the
stnokestack that will an-
Ounce the election of the
new pope and inadvertently
locked them inside a
courtyard of the conclave




Moaned, stroking his long
nipstache in great distress,
air TV crews and
photographers waited im-
patiently outside a massive
grilled iron gate to be ad-




In the courtyard of the
Maresciallo below, the work-
men were unloading lumber
add plywood partitions for
the cubicles that will house
the Ill cardilals who will be
locked inside the Borgia
apartments and the ad-
joining Sistine Chapel for the
electoral conclave. It begins
Aug. 25.
After 15 minutes or so, a
fireman raced up the narrow
alleys of Sixtus V's vast
palace in his little car and
delivered a new key, which
worked when the remnants
of the old one were ex-
tracted from the creaking
lock.
Shown at last to their
vantage point among tier-
nail's 140 herrnic-sized
statues of dartors and
martyrs of the church, the
to see these dwarfs suddenly
swarming among the giants,
but no one cried "Fumo'
Fumo!'i as they will when
each set of ballots is burned
and white or black smoke
issues from the portentous
funnel.
Black smoke will mean no
one has been elected, and
white will mean the Roman
Catholic Church has a new
pope. This time chemical
additives, in canisters
painted white and black, will
be used to be sure there Is
no confusion, and a test of
both, colors was scheduled
today.
During the ‘958 conclave,
aavega reffinsweet- eonfd-lar'ther-litatiet Ititoke after- dtir'
ballot was grayish white,
thousands in the square
shoUted "Viva il papa!" and
the Vatican Radio reported
the pope had been elected.
But Cardinal Angelo Ron-
calli didn't become John
XXIII for two more days ( NOTMED RY Paducah Ballliad , Padwcah. Ky. UNDER APPOINTMENTEROM PepsiCo, INC PURCHASE, N. Y.
the slender hooded iron
smokestack projecting like a
Fourth , of July Roman
candle 'halfway up the
slanted tile roof of the
Sistine Chapel.
The curious crowds in the
square looked up in surprise
deo
011101141
NOV A 6-PACK OF MONEY-BACK QUARTS!
THE MOST MOUNTAIN DEW YOU CAN BUY.
THE MOST CONVENIENT WAY YOU CAN BUY IT.
ii
Here's the tnost Mountain Dew. In its most convenient package More than 38 •
SelY iligsaflicautaia.DoaL4464i.faawiteoof - -
resea a e 32-ounce bottles. They're resealable for convenience and
returnable for conservation. Ounce for ounce, glass for glass it's The Most.
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Schedules For The Week Of Aug. 19 - Aug. 25














4:00 - WerW of Spts ,
5:30-Nom
6:00- Dos Wino
7:00 - NCAA Sm.
1:00--Live lora
9:00 -Fantasy Iskoml








12:31- Swirls Cbl. ei 
1:30- lassie
3:00 - Seramor OM.
4:00- torrid of Sate.
5:30-Mew,
6:00 -Lsormes weal















11:10- Lg of Loof














600 - Sommer Som.
7:00--Rebook Stooges
7:30 -Speed baggy












. 7:00- IIM Aerate:art
7: 30- Roby I'm Beck








































11:30- flosieriNe ioa Rd.












: $00 -Movie Mov
• 14100--News- -








































7:00 Dim.7:00 - Mom of War.
l'S - "aft erle°
7:30 _ Day es we.
8 a° -JIM" binea
8:00- leaver
7:00 - Gospel Mr.
8:00- Swagger,•of








1:15 liewiltom Dos. COO-Ghost 
Busters













9:1111 - 1 et Illatp.





11:00- Ismos & Ares.
11:30 - Diroctioas










11 '3. -PAW fla *"..*
11:00-
10:30-Face the Nation
11:00-This is the Life
11:30_ 0,,, ,A, hal
1 1:_30 -*do •
1:80- Spool: 1999
2:00- tifostylos




7:00- West Was Woo
0:00-Movie
10:00-News
10:30 - trashy& Oa
11:00- Wrestle.









5:30- WU Abed= •
4:00- Nerdy toys























































DAYTIME TV SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
MEM



















7:00 - Ins bow
AM.





















9:10 -Phi Dombise 9:30- The Price is 
IN*
-10:30- Lem of Life
lasnile


















10:30- Love of Life
10:2S - Calendar
1030 - Mora of Fort.
11:00-Sanford
11:30-Goag II..11:30
11 :0 0 - Toting 4
braless
-Search for
molmmrat 11:01- Me ele
1 1:30-07a,„ Neve
12:00- All My Chid.
1:011-Ne Ufe
2:1011- Ormond Nos.







12:00- Al 011 MIL
1:1111- Om Ufa
2:00 -6119•191 Des-
















1 1:00 - T•liall a
Ibrstloss

























1430 - CrwieWsg Light
2:30-AN in the Faso.
3:00- Match Game
3:30 - Litti Itaseas
4:00- Aady Griffith
































































10:00 -12 Reports .
10:30- Movie
12:30 - Mows
TV GUIDE FOR TUESDAY
.... ,
WNGE-2





















7:00 - Fah. 50'i
4•30-Spooial


























TV GUIDE FOR WEDNESDAY
WNGE-2
700 - light is boo.
WSIL-3







































7 00 - Fight
11:010 -Charles Angola
9100 -Dorsky t Notch
10:110 - Nom
10:30- Polk* Story
12:00 - Nows ...





















7 ,...... ch 
8:00 - Itichie ilreciebo-
KF11S-12
6:110- World of As.
7:00- Wells INK.


























10:30 - Tonight Show
12700- Tosisorrer Show
9:110 lerusby .1011001t






















MN- Wt Gime •
10:45 - Nom




















4130- She lb Ns
7:08 Feel Pim
I:00 - Reckford Wee
100 - thetissy
10:00-- News












Programming To Suit Tastes
Offered On University Radio
By Lucinda Davis
WKMS-FM at Murray State
University is the radio station
With the particular listener in
mind.
Located at 91.3 on the FM
dial, it offers programming to
suit most every taste,
programming that runs the
gamut from classical music to
album-oriented rock and roll
to drama to news and back
gain.
-Everything we do is
providing choices and
alternatives to people," says
Bruce Smith, station
manager. "We are out to fill in
the gaps, to serve poeple
whose needs aren't being
served."
Housed on the sixth floor of
the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center on the ,campus, the
station operates as a public
service of the university.
Staffed by Smith and other
faculty, students and com-
munity volunteers, WKMS is
on the air 20 hours a day, 365
days a year. Prior to July 3,
the station was on the air 19
hours a day.
Classical music fills seven
hours, and rock and roll fills
four hours of the broadcast
day that begins at 6 a.m.
Programs are changed
quarterly or every 13 weeks
with changes being made in
January, April, July and
October. Stemmik,frorn a
variety of sources, some of the
programs are financed by
listener contributions and
-- some come from the National
Public Radio network with
which the station is affiliated.
Smith, along with program
director Rachel Oas, makes
programming decisions.
This summer's program
lineup includes vintage radio
programs, "The Spider's
Web," "FM in the AM," and
black programming.
:We are firm believers that
radio is a powerful medium
that can captivate and hold
attention if given the op-
portunity," Smith said.
The vintage programs
represented a return to the
-golden years of radio when it
was the dominant en-
tertainment medium. They
4081100a11 original dramas and
' comedies from the 1930s, '40s;
and '50s.
Specific programs and the
nights they are broadcast are






and "Nightbeat," Fridays. All
are aired at 7 p.m.
"The Spider's Web" is a
children's show that has been
termed "the best alternative
to television" by Action for
Children's Television.
Broadcast at 7:30 p.m.
Monday through Friday, it
features dramatized readings
of children's classics such as
"Alice in -Wonderland" -and--
"Charlotte's Web." The whole
purpose of the program is to
convey to the child that
dreaming is all right, ac-
cording to Smith.
'FM in the AM" is aired
weekdays from 6 to 9 a.m. It
includes 20 minutes of news
and information each hour
and features adult-
contemporary music. The
program begins every mor-
ning with -The Bible Speaks,"
a nondenominational program
of readings from the King
James Version of the Bible
without interpretation or
analysis.
The original idea was to
present the readings as- a
service to senior citizens and
blind or other visually han-
dicapped persons, Smith said.
Another feature of the
morning show is a farm news
service that begins at 6:15
a.m. every weekday. This





presents a variety of
specialized programming for
blacks, beginning at 9:30 p.m.
with "In Black America," a
show cansisting of half-hour
discussions about topics of
interest to blacks. Other
programs included are
"Mbari Mbayo," featuring
African and West Indies black
music, and "Soulflight," a
combination of black news
and music.




classical music from Japan;
"All That Jazz," big band
jazz; -The Sound of Broad-
way:" -People and Ideas,"




7:30 p.m. The Spider's Web.
First segment of Lewis
Carroll's Alice in Wonderland.
Saturday, August 19
10 a.m. Bluegrass Horn-
book.
Ralph Stanley demonstrates
his clawhamrner banjo style
and talks about early
Bluegrass.
11 a.m. National Town
Meeting. "Human Rights and
Foreign Policy," with
Patricia Derian, Assistant
Secretary of State for Human
Rights and Humanitarian
Affairs.
Noon. NPR World of Opera.
Wagner's The Rhinegold, the
first in the entire Ring Cycle to
be Performed in English on
consective Saturdays. In-
cluded in this program will be
an hour-long "Introduction to
the Ring in English."
7 p.m. Earplay.
"Judgement," part 1 of a two-
part dramatic monologue the:
chronicles the harrowing
experiences of a Soviet officer
during World War II. Part 2
will be broadcast next
aturday.
Sunday, August 20
p.m. Voices in The Wind
This week's edition focuses on
''Hollywood and Rock."
p.m. People and Ideas. "A
FteCipe for Living," with Carla
Emery, a 38-year old
housewife and farm-woman
from Kendrick, Idaho
6:30 p.m. Folk Festival
U.LA,. "The English Music
Hall," a recreation of the
GoklaaAge of Iictstriall_
England and its English Music
11 p.m. Jaz; Alive. Par-
ticipating in this live-on-tape
recording are Jimmy Heath
with the Austrian Radio Or-
chestra and the Heath
Brothers
Monday, August 21
9 a.m. Options. "Kansas
City Saxophone Players,"
spotlights on four jazz
musicians who have in-
fluenced the development of
jazz.
7 p.m. The Hauling Hour. A
half-hour self-contained
mystery show from the golden
age of radio.
7:30 p.m. The Spider's Web.
Segment 2 of 6 programs of
Carroll's Alice in Wonderland.
I' p.m. BBC Science
Magazine. Tonight's program
looks at matching patients for
kidney transplants, the move
of ice from the Antarctic,
insulin with out injection, and
how ionized air can affect your
health.
Tuesday, August 22
9 a.m. Options. The Great
debate: Nicholas von Hoffman
vs. James Kilpatrick." The
well-known newspaper
columnists debate Carter's
presidential record, the Equal
Rights Amendment, and
issues raised by the audience.
7 p.m. The Aldrich Family.
The Aldriches and the Browns
get trapped into painting their
respective garages, and it
keeps them from going
fishing.
Wednesday, August 23
9 a.m. Options. "Dealing
with Kidney and Heart
Problems."
7 p.m. NBC University
Theatre, Victor Hugo's "Les
Miserables."
Thursday, August 24
9 a.m. Options. "Bio-Ethics:
Who's in Charge Here?" Dr.
gruce-Traton-, Dlrktor bf the
National Center for Rio-
Ethics, considers the
problems which arise from
out growing control over
birth, life and death.
8 p.m. Jazz Revisited. "The
Intellectual Approach."
"To keep our network and
federal grants, we have to
provide a balance of
programming, a majority of
which must be of a cultural
nature," Smith said.
A survey was conducted last
winter to determine listener
reaction to the station. Ac-
cording to Smith, a survey is
required once every three
years by the Federal Com-
munications Commission.
He said the survey at WKMS
will become an annual event
and that the station would
cOridiitt one-Men-If It Were-Trat
required because it is a means
of finding out what things are
of interest to the listening
audience and what issues and
problems they would like to
hear discussed.
"Things are so much better
since the fund-raiser. We've
been swamped with letters,"
he said.
Smith admitted that the
biggest problem the station
has is money. He hopes
listener contributions will
allow the station to acquire
syndication rights to "Ad-
ventures in Good -Music," a
program that has the largest
audience among classical
music programs. "We are
hoping we can swing it by
October."
"Our demographics are
broader than one might
thing," he said. "The audience
does tend to be somewhat
older, educated and more
affluent."
says he is hoping for is a
power increase, an increase
that would change the
station's power from 13,000 to
100,000 watts and more than
double the potential audience
from the present figure of
approximately 50,000 to an
estimated 500,000 to 600,000.
The station has applied to the
FCC for the power expansion.
"There's no word yet, but
we remain optimistic," Smitli,
said.
The coverage area ' now
consists of portions of four
tates- Kentucky,- Illinois;
Missouri and Tennessee. The
power change would enable'
the station to reach farther
east in Kentucky, Smith said.
Because the station , is
staffed primarily by students,
considerable emphasis is
placed on professionalism, he
said.
"I'm a firm believer
students don't learn in an
environment . which is un-
disciplined and unprofessional
because they have a too-
relaxed attitude.
"Our biggest single problem
is that some students don't
sound like professionals," he
noted. He said the focus the
past year has been on
providing a better sound for
the station and a more
professional environment for
the student.
Smith revealed that a stereo
production studio has recently .
been completed at WKMS.
-We've spent the past year
`!Our programming runs:- trying -to bring the station_up
counter to what happens on
other stations. Our audience is
more selective. It tunes in and
out," Smith added.
The station is now in the
process of hiring a news
director. Currently the station
broadcasts two and one-half
hours of news a day.
Smith said he is hopeful that
with the new director, the
station will become a frequent
contributor to the network.
During the past year, it
submitted two features and a
documentary and he ex-
pressed hope that that number
will increase.
Another increase Smith
to par. The physical area is
nice, but much oi the equip-
"-ment is old," he said.
Before long, WKMS-FM
may be providing even more
choices for the particular
radio listener. The station is in
the process of connecting with
a communications satellite
that will enable it to receive
four simultaneous programs
from the network. The con-
nection should be completed
by 1979, according to Smith.
Looking toward the future,
he said: -Our spirits are high.
Things are going well for us.
We're looking forward to an
excellent year."
WKMS OFF AIR
HISTORIC OPERA WKMS-FM radio station,
RECORDING operated by Murray State
NEW YORK (AP) - The University, will be off the
fifth in a series of Metropolitan air at least until Sunday due
Opera historic broadcasting to transmitter failure, ac-
recordings will soon be re- cord— _ing to Bruce Smith,leased featuring 
lAtte Lehman station manager.as the Marschallin in Richard
Strauss' "Der Ftosenkavalier."
Anthony A. Bliss, executive
director, said the recording,
taken from the Jan. 7, 1939, ra-
dio broadcast, included a cast
of Rise Stevens as Octavian,
Emmanuel List as Baron Ochs,
Marita Farrell as Sophie and
Friederich Schorr as Von Fa-
nine!. The conductor is Artur
Bodanzky.
The album is being produced
by RCA records, under the aus-
pices of the Metropolitan Opera
Guild and Dario Soara, manag-
ing director, as a contribution
to the opera fund. It is avail-
able to those who donate 8100
or more to the Metropolitan Op-
era Fund.
NEWMAN NAMED
NEW YORK (AP) — Al New-
man has been named vice pres-
ident — worldwide advertising,
publicity and promotion for the
Motion Picture Division of Met-
ro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Newman was formerly direc-
tor of advertising, publicity and
promotion for the company's
film and television divisions.
VERN GOSDIN
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Winners receive cash, recording
session & more.
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For information write




All The Newest Releases First!
And The Lowest Prices In Tom
Large Selection of Country
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MF Stokes Tractor & ImF,
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Shop, Inc.
Go To Church Sunday.'
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802 Chestnut-- - -fitkoao-.7433131
Tiny Tot Day Care
hook 105 Years
Kent..kv !Atwood
































Mendes Ward* • 11:16a.m.
EvalegWenhiP 6:31p.ao
sua luIPT/ST
Svadeillehieol 11.45 a .aL
Marais aership 16:43 AAA
Shigles.rearrig Wore. , $:31,6: el p.m.
ROOD IBM
Morrung Marsh p 1110 a m
Evening Worship 6:30 p m
MISES 111APWIE
MindegWership • 11:01a.m.
Evening Mot* 7:30 pm.
SAPTIST
MaRing Ward* It SO a .m
Coming Warship 6 00 p.m
IOW MT. CARMEL MISSIOMARY
Morning Worship 11100a m.
Evening worship T:00 p.m
nix! BAPTIST
Morning Worship 11:00 am





Morning Worship 11:111a. m.
Evening Worship S:*j M.
SALEM BAPTIST
Morning Worship 31:00 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:15 p m
SUGAR altar
Morning Worship 11:00 a m
Evening Worship 7:15 p.m
OWENS C1IAPE1
Marling Worahm 11:00a m.







frultaidsy 11130 a m
NOW RAPTIST
kaileglehod sm.
















Morning Worship 11:11 a.m.
LISKETTER AUSSIONART BAPTIST r,
16- 00 a mprSund..smiSchool
11 00am 1k11-00p m
Wedaseday algid .- 7 00 p m
IMO amo ili
aining4=4:1"1"-- a Au 0.01
























Worship berries 10:45 am , 1. p.m
MURRAY ONNSTIAll FELLOWSHIP
Worship 10:31 am.
BMW School 9,30 • ni.
Evening Service 4: 00 pm.
alW101 Of 1610 CM,
Of LATTER DAY UNITS
Woodmen at World Pads
Sunday School 1045 am
Evening Service 1 30 p in
ST. 00 CATNOUC
alum




Farmer Ave. aid TES 9L, Murray, Ky.,





Worship Hour It 45 am
Church School 11.1100 m
11111/WWVIL LUTNERAN
Sunday School 9 15 a m
Morning worship 10 30 a m
SWORN DAY ADVENTIST
Se bbeth School Sot 10 30 a m




Messy slab= approorii going bock
u, wheal alb appreheadea. Slay look
beckash renlormo *am as they Irree
pediaty end morky 1110111114.
Wire dry 111111.11111 at efibool, they are
preassal by imaillsig searbers, briglady
dosensted hollesim beards sod die sinell
ef tr•sbly, waxed teem Their leers are
mesa gelesed ti they made into the
erierlay at the daily roistitie of their
school. roar support will make this ea-
. perielee an eves happier OM for your
Play an octave role Ii, the life of
yew child'. urban/. Atasid the Parent
Tsar&or'. Arociairoo aoil help in any
gon ems. Visii your child's teaches
end mointaln good communication
diremehand the year. Help your child
=eke thie Ohs bar splipoll year of al.











Bible Study 11 am.
Worship Service 10 45 a.m.& 6 p m





Morning Worship M:30 am
Evening Worship 1: owl
& POPLAR
Worship Service 10:11 a es
Evening Worship COO p-fti-
MEW CONCORD
Wrens fierrice 10:31 am
levuelog Worship 6:11 p.m.
PLEASANT VALUE
Morales Worship 11:4111e.m.














Morning Worship 10 50 a m.
Evening Worship 6 00 p
1101511 coulcu
Of OUST
Sunday School 10 00a in.
Morning Worship 10 Ma m.
Evening Worship 7 00 p.m. (Sunday &
Wednesdays)
10 30am












Sunday School I 45 a m
Morning Worship 10. 45 a m
N Y P S Worship 5 15 p.m.
Evening Worship 6 00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship 7 00 p m
LOCUST GROVE MIMI
Morning Worship 1 I : 00 a.m.
Sunday School 1011 am.
Evening Worship 530p.m.
NY PS Worship 300 pm.
Wednesday Evening 6:31 pm.
Presbyterian
MUTT CUMIKKAND
Sunday School 10:01 a in.
Worship Se nnce '11:00am.
NOON PLEASANT GROVE
Smsday School 11:45a.m
Worship Service - 11: 01 mini
OAR WOW
&audio School 10:00 a m.
Warship Services 11 a.m.,7pm.
MOOR rtusam
awning Worship 11 - 00 a.m.
Evesulog Worship 7:00 pm.
PWISITTERIAN
Church Scheel thl a.m.





Your COmpiete Tire Stroke COON






Hwy. 641, Almo, Ky. 753-3300








Service a Soles Parts

























Worship Service 11:01 am. lat & bid
Sunday. 10:00 a.m. 3rd 4th, Sunday
1000 •.m lat &Ind Sunday, 11 :SO







day School 10:00 a_m
ALSO moan Morning Worship 11:111am
Morning Worship 11 -110a.m. LYNN GROVE
Evening Worship
7 ' 3. P'in Worship Service 9:45 a .m
UNITED, 11E11 CONCORD Church School 10:45 am
Sunday School 1e:e1a.re
Worship Services 01:11 sm., CIO pm. GOSHEN 
METHODIST
CALVARY TEMPU
&May School MANI a.m.




Morning Worship 11 11am
Sunday Evening 7 NI pm
Thurs Nlte 7 00 p.m.
UNITED, 3111 MAN AVE.
Sunday School 10 OS am.
Evening Worship 7 00 pm
DEWARDS cum




ihuldri The:drs.ip 111:111 am:la:Wpm.
7:1111p.ao









Stereo fliateshor-Geongst forip•Pener Wales
Top Gisality *sod Cars
1036 Coldwater lid Pb... 7534141
Murray Electric System












Flowers For All Occasions
Funeral Arrangements - House Plants
500 N. 4th - 753-3251 - 753-8944
Curtis & Mays Studio
"Distinctive Photography
with a touch of Class"




Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.
"For All Your Ferthzer Needs"
103 Maple - 753-1933
Joe Todd's Motor Sales
Quality Used Cars
Reasonably Priced
Joe Todd and Larry Hale
507 So 19th 753-2814
Church School 10:00 am
Worship Service 11:00a.m.
Evening Services. Worship 6:30 p.m.
MEI CAMPGROUND
Worship Service III: a.m
DEXTER-NARDIN UNITED
Sunday School 10:00 am
Worship 11:00 a.m .610p.m
MT. NEURON
Worship Service 10.00 a .m I st Sunday &
11:00 am 3rd Sunday Sunday School






11:00 a.m. 4th Sunday, Sunday School




lairnIng Services 10.45 a.m.
EMIR MEW
Morning Worship 9 30 a.m.
Sunday School 10 30am.
1st & 3rd Sunday Night 00 o.m.
111110015 CRAPEL UNITED
Sunday School 10 00 am
Morning Worship 11 nO a.m.
2ncl & 4th Sunday Night 7 00 p m
o
SOWN PLEASANT GROW!
Sunday School 9 45 a m
Morning Worship 10 45a m
Evening 7 N a in
STOMIT'S CRAM WOWS
Sunda y School 111 00 a m






403 Maple Phone 753-1713
West Ky. Rural Telephone
Glen B. Sears, Gen. Manager
Swear Graves, Cellentry, Marshal Car6sie Coawitiel re ity.
miwy co., Tema.
753-4351 Of 247-4350
Sue & Charlie's Restaurant
git 
FAMOUS Fish Dinners
on Hwy. Mat Aurora
Ph. 474-2202








The ft usines,i (Twice
For Fine Printing-
753-5397
Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices for Corn,
Wheat & Soybeans




Sunday Buffets lit. 2
641 South 753-5906
Gallimore's Restaurant
Specializing in Catfish Dinners






Authorized Illeroreiser Sales I Service
D's SHIRTS n' things
OPEN ALL YEAR
1. tr. 4,41.14,
Tops & Jeans For the Family
Nary. 61, Laws - 47441110
Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
Building Blocks & Ready Nix Concrete
Fast Main Street 753-3540
Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association




Free Pickup S. Delivery
0psu431a.et.Chess lip.11 
Seaday Open II:00 e.w. - Owe 10.00 est.
• - Welt PhoOlt113/17r-
finPLACE
SHOPPE
















































































































Company Asks Court To
Halt Action On Suit
CINCINNATI (AP) - A
utility company accused of
negligence in connection
with the Beverly Hills
Supper Club fire has asked
an appeals court to tem-
porarily halt further lower
court action in the case.
The Union Light, Heat &
Power Co. asked the 6th
U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals to order the federal
court in Covington, Ky., to
hold up further action in the
civil cases until trials in
state courts are completed.
The action filed by C.R.
Bierne, attorney for the
utility, accused U.S. District
Judge Carl Rubin of 
necessary interference with
the jurisditicion of the
Campbell County Circuit
Court."
The motion also asked that
the trial date of Feb. 13,
1979, set by Rubin be
postponed.
Campbell Circuit Judge
John Diskin has scheduled
the first civil trial for the
owners, an architect and the
utility for April 15, 1979.
Union, Light, Heat &
Power is a subsidiary of the
Cincinnati Gas & Electric
Co., doing business in
northern Kentucky.
Attorneys for the 165
victims who died as a result
of the May 28, 1977 fire,
claimed the utility was
negligent in supplying
electric power to the supper
club. The suits allege the
utility was aware of
reportedly improper wiring























































































































































Distr. by United Future Symticte, Inc.
1 Legal Notice




The City of Murray will receive bids for Con-
struction of the Murray Central Garage in Murray,
Kentucky until 1:30 p.m. on September 7, 1978, at
the Murray City Hall in Murray, Kentucky, at which
time bids will be opened and read aloud.
The project consists of 60 x 120 metal building
equipped with a carbdon monoxide system, 2 lifts
and toilet facilities. It will also have a 40' x 27'
masonry office facility out front.
Proposal forms, contract documents, including
plans and specifications are on file at the offices of
The Coltharp-Ladt Partnership, 350 South 31st, P.O.
Box 1613, Paducah, Kentucky, telephone (502) 442-
4391; and at the office of Ladt-Marcurn-Fuller, P. 0.
Box 307, Lone Oak Road Paducah, Kentucky 42001,
telephone (502) 554-5710. Copies may be obtained by
depositing $50.00 with the Architect for each set so
obtained. Full refund when documents are returned
in good condition to the Architect within ten (10)
days after bid opening. Documents are available on








A satisfactory bid bond executed by the bidder or
acceptable sureties in an amount equal to five per-
cent (5%) of the bid shall be submitted with each
pr4ttsal. The successful bidder will be required to
furnish and pay for satisfactory performance and
payment bond. Attention is called to the fact that
not less than minimum salaries and wages, as set
forth in the specifications, must be paid on this
project.
The City of Murray reserves the right to reject
any or all bids or to wai4 any formalities in the bid-
ding. No bids shall be withdrawn for a period of for-
ty-five (45) days subsequent to the opening of the
bids without consent of the Owner. •
Melvin B. Henley
'Ma* of Murray, Kenttick-y-
I legal Notice
I, BARBARA HODGES
am no longer respon-
sible for any debts other


















will be closed Mon.,
Aug. 21 for Style Show.
PEANUTS
INCIDENTAUX HOW 00 qa)
6UY5 LIKE THE GRAPE- -
JEW( I BROUGHT ALONG?
NANCY













THAT'S THE TH I RD
TIME TODAY l'VE







OFF.. GO TO Bev..
 HIGH TIME'
IF 50A\EONE GETS JELLY
0 FACE 'YOU CAN
SAt TO HIMNIPE THAT






FOR 1 1 F
ME
k • 4











GUARDS ARE GONE. YOU




5 Lost And Found
RIRMURE " IRTABEERESLIIIS
LOST FEMALE Pointer
bird dog. White with
liver spots. In Sinking
Springs Church area.
Call 753-5233 after 6 p.m.
6 Help Wanted
WANTED













Bagwell area. Call 753-
4483.
MECHANIC NEEDED -




Write P. 0. Box 32V.,
Murray, Ky. 42071.
EXPERIENCED BODY




for RN's and LPN's,
full time or part time.
Personnel needed for 3-










qualifications to P. 0.
Box 32T, Murray, Ky.
42071.
LADIES FULL and par
time in local plant -
price goods and regular
hours labor. Write P. 0.





BABY STrTER in my
home for 5 month old on
Monday, Wednesday,





in the Murray unit also
for hourly employees.






hours per day, 5 days a
week. Salary Com-
petitive. Send resume to














8881 or write MERRIC-
























be reached on 753-
'916 and 753-1917.















P NMI Control 153-7538
Senior Citizens 153-0929
ktedline  753-NEED















bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
a 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft. 118 South 12th.,
753-0M. Free Parking




Boys & Girls ages 4 &
Register bs phone 753-4647
3 Card Of Thanks
THE FAMILY OF Curtis
Boulctin would like to
thank all of our friends
for the kindness shown
to us for the loss of our




Harold Crissom, and to
Gallimore Funeral
Home. Also, the nurses
of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital and to
Doctor P'Pool. And To
everyone that helped in
any way.
The Family of Curtis
Bouldin
4 In Memory
IN MEMORY of Kevin
Pritchett who passed
away on Aug. 20, 1977.
A million times we have
needed you, a Million
times we have cried. If
love alone could have
saved you, you never
would have died. In life
we loved you dearly, in
death we love you still.
In our hearts you hold a
place no one else could
ever fill. It broke our
hearts to lose you, but
you didn't 04 alone. A
part of us went with you,
the day God took you
home. Sadly missed by
family. Mrs. Willis
Pritchett.
LOST ONE light brown
heifer calf with horns,
about 8 months old.





$3.00 per hour plus
SPF plus bonus, T-S:
Experienced preferr-





Call 753-41?1 Rib Shack.
OPENING FOR ladies
and a man mixer
operator, 18 to 65. Apply
in person only, KY.
Candy Co., Alamo, KY.


















sick leave, hospital and
life insurance with
major medical benefits,
first class FCC licensed
desirable, however,
technical - work ex-
perience will be con-
sidered. Please send full
resume-le-P. D.
WAITRESS WANTED
full time, 5 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. Former applicants
















distance, must be neat
and be 25 or over. Call or
come by Kentucky
Candy Co., Almo, Ky.
'753-4953:
"RAY'S ROOST" will be
accepting - applications
starting Monday, Aug.
21st "for all shifts.
Waitres,ses, cooks, prep
work, clean-up and 6us-
dish personnel needed.
Apply in person at the
Amoco Truck Stop,
Junction 1-24 and U. S.
Highway 62.
ARE YOU looking for a
career with a future and
unlimited potential'
Burger Queen may be
your answer. We are
looking for an assistant
manager who is
responsible and willing




Smith at Burger Queen










BABY SITTER for five
year old in my home 4
days a week, 10:313 to
4:30. Must provide own
transportation and do
house cleaning. Phone
753-1851 from 9-5 and
753-3862 after 6.






A LIMITED number of
dealerships available









Windows, and all ac-
cessories. No fees. We




Ivyland Road, P. 0. Box
2066, Warminister, PA
18974or call Mr. Warren
at 215-674-5772.
FOR SALE or trade for
pickup truck, 1972 Olds





Pt. Worth, TX. 76102. or •
call 1-817-336-3030.
14 Want To But
WANT TO BUY STAN-.
DING timber. Will pay
top prices percentage or
acre. Calf 498-8757
WANT M FEATHER
beds for the next two
weeks. Write Box 13, Rt.
1, Almo, Ky. 42024'. Call
753-7462 after 6 p.m.
WANT TO buy used Gym
Set. Call 436-2742 after
6;00.
TIMBER WANTED. We
pay top prices on
standing timber, tie  _
-Trigs, or veneering. Call
489-2334, Wayne Adams.
GOOD USED 3 BR
trailer. 759-1127. •
WOULD LIKE to buy
canopy bed, call after
3 p.m. 753-8001.
PRIVATE INDIVIDUAL




15 Articles For Sale





freezers, one used 110
air conditioner, four
mammal typewriters,
schwa desk from $1 to
$2. affray Ford Tres-
-tor; Seitts 4th, -739-
4195.
FOR SALE, formica and
Wilson art, lamenated
plastic, sizes 2'3E4' -
4'x12' at 50 cents per-sq.
ft. Cabinet door hinges
at 10 cents per pair.
West Ky. Cabinet Co.,
1203 Story Avenue.
 4
INISINIESSMANS CMG POI HMI
PRINTING1
, W.rches.•, S•I V,C•fj
102 N. Oh 27534317
WE BUY AND SELL used
air conditioners. Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 753-
1551.
LUMBER - building






Hodge & Son, Inc.
XS So. 5th






12 CU. F1'. Frost Free
Freezer, like new. 21.000.
BTU air conditioner.
with new compressor.
Call 753-3037, between 9
a.m. and 5 p.m.
v WE NOW HAVE four big
17.6 cu. ft. no-frost
refrigerator complete




keeper, and two crispers
for the low price of $499.
Goodyear Service Store,





B-W TV. Upright piano,
and 10 gal. aquarium.
Call 753-0573. ..
FOR SALE, Water bed
like new, $300 or best
offer. Call 753-8687.
MUTATE, grocery
doing good business on





Of vinyl cushion floor
on sale at Wiggins
Furniture, 641 North.
TYPEWRITER,
_ tvEfer - --adder. . -end-7
tables, buffet, ant*
bedroom sets. 753-8615.
SEVEN IiiECE Oak den
furniture and six un-




EVERY DAY IS SALE DAY a THE WISSIFIEDS
AUTHORIZED ELEC-
TROLUX Saks and





72 model. 1967 Ford 2
ton truck, need to sell




type, call after 4 p.m.
753-6210.
2 ROW CORN Leader for
55 John Deere. 753-1148.
FORD TRACTOR Agency
Sales, Service & Parts.
House in large metal
building, 7 acres of land






IN WATT Woodson lead
amp with 15" JBL
speakers; also 75 watt
Club PA with 3 columns
of 212 speakers with
microphone. Myima
camera, Super 23, 100
millimeter F.2-8 lens
with 120 or 220 back. Call
4741874.
SMALL DOZER. Ideal for
levekling or spreading,
7 53-0172 or 753-7370.
TRUCK TOOL BOX.
Deluxe, $92.50. Stan-




Vinson Tractor Co. 753-
4892.




sell. Call 753-2316 after
5 p.m.
FOR SALE 105 hp
Chrysler Outboard.
Used less than 20 hours.
Phone 759-187;
FOR SALE floating duck




engine. vee drive, fly
bridge, sleeps 10. many
extras. Call 474-2390 for
appointment..
gil=11111111111
LIKE NEW silver Vin-
cent 3ach trumpet.
Excellent condition.
used 6 months Call 759-
1119.









Selection -- quality -
price cannot be beat
anywhere. Shop For








across from Post Office,
Pans, Tn.
FOR SALE tobacco and
tomato sticks. Call 489-
2126.
FOR SALE, BSR turn-






piano. organ, or voice
lessons. Experienced
teaching with degrees in
music. Private lessons
age 6 and up - begin-
ners to advanced.















: Baby Bed Cosnplete,




Table With Steel Legs.





Chairs, 1 Dining Chair
With Arms, 1 Large
Blue Upholstered
Chair, 1 Play Pen, 1
Whirlpool Clothes
Dryer, 1 Bicycle, 1
Floor Lamp, 1 Metal
Filing Cabinet.








and casual, S-M. 753-





















Front quarter 85 cents a
pound, whole or half 95
cents a pound, hind






8201 off 641. One mile




Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room,, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
$110,000
Ohio Valley Real Estate




LIKE NEW, 24" Curtis
Mathes instant tuning
console TV, $200. Call
354-8099.
27 Mobile Home Sales








Ita 52 2 BR, all elec-
tric, partially furnished
with washer and dryer.
Green refrigerator and
stove, air conditioner.
nice carpet and drops
underpinning in Coach
. Estates, $5500 extra
nice. 753-4074 or 753-
1877.
TO BUT SEE US,
TO SELL LIST WITH US.
We have some very desirable 3 BR brick homes
convenient to Murray. Brand new and slightl
used in Lynnwood Estates and Fairview Acres.
Also fine lots, both, in open and wooded areas.
We have some good lake peoperty in Lake Way
Shores on the water and some mobile homes that
are worth the money offered. And if you are in-
terested in development property stop and call
us now or stop by our office, 2 miles SE on 121
Hwy. and let's talk real estate. WE WANT TO




Alter hews call Stealer elkee, 753-7133
Few Yost 753-4044
31 Want To Rent
12x60 2 BR mobile
home, excellent con-
dition, utility room,
489-2774 after 5 p.m.
TWO MOBILE homes on
lots completely set up
near lake. For details
call 436-5553 after 6 p.m.










1421-4288 days or 1-821-
1772 nights.
32 Apartments For Rent
TWO FURNISHED
apartments, one at New
Concord, one on
waterfrtintlake lot. Both
air conditioned and rent




28. Heating & Cooling
SMALL EFFICIENCY
apartment partially
furnished $85 per month,
water included. Call 753-
7547.
GOOD USED air con-
ditioner for sale, and
girls 20" Schwinn bike.
Call 7534684 after 5 p.m
29 Mobile Home Rentals
12x$0 MOBILE HOME, 2
BR, central air and
heat, new carpet, new
furniture, like new.








Southside Manor 3 - 1
bedroom apts. for
person 62 years or older.
Rent based on income,
Equal opportunity











mobile home spaces for





lease. 175' frontage 189'
deep. Call 753-7618 after
500
38 Pets Supplies
FOR SALE eight week old
yellow Leh puppies. Call
4119-2669 after 6 p.m.
ONE CHAMPAGNE
Poodle, two chocolate, 8




lks years old. Call 759-
4895.
41 Public Sales
YARD SALE Friday, and









641 to Seven Seas turn
left on Utterback Road,
753-3011.
YARD SALE Saturday
Aug. 19 from 8 - ?.
miles on 94 E. Watch for
signs. Bar stool, Jenny





clubs, dishes,ments, S. 16th. pa-, uneous.
1609
34 Houses For Rent
2 BR HOUSE un-




TWO BR partly furnished
house in Hardin. $65 per




Kentucky Lake for 6-9
months. Call 1-362-8864.
2 BR HOUSE for rent,
first of month. No pets,
small child okay. Call
' 753-2478.








free herd. Call anytime.












years old, Saw color,
registered. Call 437-
4827 after 4 p.m.
ONE WHITE faced bull, 4
years old, weighs 1300
pounds, 436-5844.








weined, ready to train.
Championship blood
lines. $40.00 each. Call
4924607
REGISTERED one. year




and Sunday, Aug. 19 &
20. 94E. Turn at Whites









niture, 805 N. 19th.
MOVING SALE, 1708
Audubon Sat. 8-6. C.-aft
items, .chbdren toys &
books, dishes, playpen,













10-5. 814 Olive Street.
=MI
YARD SALE, Friday and
Saturday. 5.6 miles on
Rt. 732.
43 Real Estate
DUPLEX LOTS - for
sale in Westwood
Subdivision. Two duplex
lots for $3300 each.
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222 for












pleted on outside &
completed bath, rest
of house with studs.
Deep well. Concrete
boat dock. 2 lots. 3.8
miles from New Con-
cord on Hwy. 444.
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th.
HOUSE AND 6 ACRES -
Here is that rare home-
buying opportunity of
good home plus acreage
plus close-to-town
location at a reasonable
price. Three bedroom
brick home with central
heat and air and low





horse stable or storage.








coMthlti SOON To IEL-11111 CENTER
43 Real Estate
IT'S A Mystery...Our
mystery home has 4
bedrooms, large living
room with fireplace, 2
baths located in the
demand area of Park
and shopping... recently
reduced ... A real and













001 Sycamore Nitormi, Ir
NEW LISTING - Three
bedroom bungalow on
quiet street. Home is




heat, plus extra lot
which would be ex-
cellent for large garden.
House and extra lot
priced right - in the 20's.





imagination can see the
potential in this 2
bedroom home with 51
acres, stock barn,
tobacco barn, hog shed,
under fence with a price
you just wouldn't






Looking for o sow home?
Shody low is rho Wool place.
3 bedroom, caws' Imot sod
oir, holft foe efficiency. Moots
F.N.A. specifications. Large
shorty lot. Priced in mid 30's
in•sistisiont prepgrly _
Estoblishod gr y, los
station, fortifier NM soied
business et Croaked. In-
ched's sties bonding. Sorge
worsilwersis, 2 censor lots.
Store firtoros end stock,
anhydrous itoitioniont.




& S Cycle Specialties
-Motorcy- "Cri- Pa iTa-
at Service
Expert Service on
Most Brands of Motorcycles
16th Main St.
Phone 753-3322
FIRST TIME ever listed
for sale ... This 14 x 60
mobile home has room
to spare. Beautiful
hillside lot with plenty of
trees, a garden plot and






listed brick ranch home
with central heat and
air, lovely landscaped
lawn, fenced backyard,
and lots of other
pleasant features in this
dream home. Priced in
the 30's. Located at 1619
Kirkwood. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 for an ap-
pointment to view this
fine home.
OPEN HOUSE at 1612
Parklane, Friday,
August 18, 3 p.m.-6 p.m.













large3 I m ,
dining r , • ple
closet space. Located




Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.
'Professional Services
With The riendly Touch





Situated on 26 acres,
highly productive crop
land. Excellent out-
barn, etc. Chain link
fenced backyard. Ad-
ditional crop land
available if desired. In
68's Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N
12th.
AMPHITHEATRE -
seats 1200, 2 extra lots




pletely fenced, on Hwy.
68 between Aurora &
Jonathan Creek, The




trepreneur could use for






JUST REDUCED - This
very nice mobile home
just off Hwy. 280 on
large lot. Mobile in
excellent condition. Best
underpinning, new
septic tank and field








down Main Street and
take a look at this im-
pressive 2-story home.
Lots of living area which
includes 4 bedrooms,
study, dining room, den,
living room, plant room,
basement and central
natural gas heat. Price







WE HAVE JUST listed a
reasonably priced two
bedroom home in a
central location. This is
in the vicinity of 6th and
Vine Street close to
shopping downtown,






REALTOR, 206 N. 4th
St., 753-41101 or 753-7531
to see this good buy.
FOR SALE, by owner; 25
acres 42 mile south of
Wiseharts Grocery.
Good well and pump,
dandy little farm. Call
James, Bob, or Jimmy
at 753-7668 or 753-2394.
Purdom & Thurman





SITY - two bedroom
brick home, 2 blocks
from university. Earn
extra income with up-
stairs I bedroom
apartment with outside
- --bra efliTift c isTral
natural gas hmt, and
15'x20' brit`k storage
building are extra nice
features Priced to sell
fast only $31,500 Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222







Call 753-4470 after 5
p.m.




46 Homes For Sale
THREE BR brick house,






THREE BR house, living
room, large bathroom,
large kitchen and dining




House on beautiful 2





46 Homes For sale
BY OWNER on Cir-
carama Dr. Brick $
BR, 141 bath, living














house, 10 miles east of
Murray, $2500. 442-8670,
1974 CAN AM 125. G
shape, new tires. Can
after 6:00 p.m., 751.
5400 or 759-1331.




model under 2000 miles,
$950 or best offer. Call
753-6605.
ATC 90 Three Wheeler,
two months old, ex-
cellent condition, $650.
Call 527-1181 after 5 p.m.
1975 - 175 YAMAHA
ENDURO, good con-
dition, 3,000 miles. 753-
8212.
1977 750 HONDA, lots of
extras. 436-2547.
FOR SALE OR TRADE;
classic 1975 Red and
gold Honda GL-1000.
One owner adult,
garaged at all times,
mint condition, ridden
locally, less than 12,500
miles. Equipment - air
horns, touring seats, bar
and pegs, quartz run-
ning lights, Christmas
tree, bag, luggage
carrier, sissy bar, front
and rear crash bar, 30
amp. battery, wind-










XL 2.50 1,400 miles may
be seen at T & S Cycle
Shop, Main & 16th or
call David Benton at
753-7699 after 5:30 p.m.
OWNER-OPERATORS
SLEEPING ALONE? LET IIGON GET YOU
HOME! Ligon needs Illinois and Western Kentucky
based trucks to haul freisht into & out of the Illinois
area. Earn high revenue and get re-acquainted with
your family running this short haul plan. At Ligon
we care about YOU! Call Marshall at 800-626-8320 in
Ill. or 800-462-8381 in Ky. Call collect to 502-821-0463
week-ends or at night.
LIGON SPECIALIZED MAULER, INC.
P.O. Drawer I.. Madisonville, Ky. 42431
INCOME PROPERTY, 402 So. 8ftt St.
This LANG! 7 apartment Meese his S300 00 income per monstb,






























































































































































at T & S Cycle
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
MAG WHEELS for sale,
2-14", and 2-15" Western
Slotted Mag Unilug. Call
753-4445.
BACK TO SCHOOL
specials. Are you ready
for another cold winter?
Goodyear Service Store,
at 12th & Glendale now
has a well trained and
qualified service
department. They will
check all belts & hoses
along with checking
your antifreeze for only
five minutes of your
time. Call today, 753-
0595.





Datsun, 604 S. 12th
753-7114.
TRUCK TIRE Sale
Hiway tread, 700x15", 6
ply, $27.57 plus $2.85
FET, 750x16", 8 ply,
: $35.39 plus $3.59 SET.
Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1972 FORD LTD, one
owner, very good
condition. After 5 p.m.
Call 753-2725.
FOR SALE or trade for
pickup truck, 1972 Olds
Tornado. Call 436-5837.
FOR SALE 1970 In-
ternational Scout 4
Wheel Drive, Call 901-
642-6353.
1950 BUICK, 57,000 actual
miles, but needs body
work, good interior.
Make offer. Can be
seen at Thweatts Tire





with camper. Call 753-
8061.
'75 DODGE VAN mag
wheels, white letter
radials, sun roof, AM-
FM tape, flairs and
spoilers. Call 753-5227
after 5:30 p.m.
1977 GREEN VW Rabbit.
25.000 miles. Standard
shift, 1 year factory
warranty, excellent
condition. $3400. Call 1-
901-642-6300.
1977 GRAND PRIX SJ, all
factory options in-
cluding T-Top, one




1972 DART 6 cylinder
automatic power
steering, high mileage,
runs good. $695 489-2595.
1976 DATSUN 8-210.
Only 19,717 miles. Dark
blue color, AM-FM
radio. Only $3025 at
Murray Datsun, &14 S
12th. 753-7114.
LOW, LOW MILAGE.
1977 Model Datsun B-
210 4-door. Only 10,269 1975 DATSUN 11-210, air
 411}14304 Mr eaft--conditionad,-$2500, 1945--
diti (ming , AM-FM Chevy pickup, $200. Call




49 Used Cars & Trucks
MANY OTHER used
cars and trucks. Make
us an offer! Murray










1977 DATSUN 8-210 2-
door sedan. Nice gold
color. 30,818 miles,
$3625. Murray Datsun.





miles. Only $2495 at
Murray Datsun, 604 S.
12th. 753-7114.
DATSUN L'll Hustler.
Green 1976 model with
AM-FM radio, tripod
mirrors, and bumper,
4,4,150 miles. Only $3550






radio. Only $3925 at




Tan, full power and
air, sharp. Only $1875
at Murray Datsun, 604
S. 12th. 753-7114.
GREEN 1974 Datsun B-
210 2-door sedan with
air, AM-FM radio -and
only 43,028 miles.
Priced at $2495 at
Murray Datsun, 604 S.
12th. 753-7114.
ept
1972 CHEVROLET 4- 1978 United Feature Syndicate Inc
door, 350 engine. All
power, nice, $1095. 759- /I RANKLY, MR. GRUBER:THE MARK15 NOT RIGHT FOR GOLD FILLINGS,"
1801.










FEN LES at '-rs
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates for
your needs.
SPRAY PAINTING of all
kinds. Metal roofs;


















between 7 and 3:30, ask
for Shelley.
BACKHOE WORK, septic
tanks, dirt and gravel
hauling. Call 753-5808 or
753-5706.
-isrstruirreisi BLOWN
IN by Sears save on
these high heat and









4 door power steering.
brakes and air.
1972 Chivas $2350




4 door, power steering.
brakes and air, power am-








2 door, one owner, 13
thousand miles, AM-FM
radio, power steering,




36 ft grain trailer, "Have to






Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
DAT.iUN PICKUP, 1974
model with bumper.
Only $2425 at Murray




only 20,932 miles. Has
radio. bumper, and
west coast mirror.
Only $3125 at Murray




*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
1973 MAVERICK
automatic 6 cyl. with
air. $1250. Gall 489-2595.





753-6179 after 7 p.m.




white with black Landau
roof, AM 8 track, air,
$2900. Call 753-0398.
1966 FORD BUS, $1195.
1973 Dodge Van, power




88 Royal, burgundy on
burgundy with white
top. Has power and air,
extra clean car with
"45,000 miles, $2450. Call
4924103 after 4:00 p.m.
1971 TRIUMPH TR4,
immaculate condition,
only 42,000 miles. Call
753-9920.
G.E. T.V. Repair The Same 
Day You Call. We also do
tower & antenna work.
Murray Appliance Co.







2 EGGS ANY STYLE
2 SAUSAGE PATTIES ONLY
CHOICE OF PANCAKES, TOAST, $175
OR HOMEMADE BISCUITS •
POT OF STEAMING FRESH (TAX IhiaU1311:2)
COFFEE
1, eciol Good EVERY DAY 6 II AM
• TON TEA PA




ANTIQUE CAR - 1948
Buick Super, Series 50.
Black, 4-door, always
garaged. All original









clean, must sell, make
offer. 492-8587.
6 AM TII. 1011`114-610NDA1111111 ThltINSDAV
6 AN III. MIDAIIGHT•IRIDAI ARDSAnfINDAY
7 AN TIC 10 PM MI SUNDAY
AP'4IN
ye. v • •••". - •
FORD customized van.
Has 8 track stereo, C.B.,
AM-FM radio,
television, speakers
front and rear, couch-




1977 FORD Van Club
Wagon Chateau 34,000'
miles, new tir s, Cap-
_44184s.bairs.
P.S., st reo, with
front and rea speakers,
rear bench sot. fully
carpeted, solid silver,
blue interior, mint
clean, . excellent con-
dition, $6495 firm. Phone
Murray 7594590.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
BIG 73 Chevrolet
camper special truck




good condition. Call 753-
4343 or 753-4955.
50. Campers
1968 25' AVION travel
trailer with 1971 Chevy
station wagon equipped
to pull trailer. Sell as
unit or separately. 753-
7600.
1978 25' Starcraft travel
trailer, sleeps 8,
1970 INTERNATIONAL complete hitch and
Sevin 200 diesel twin awning. 753-7728.
screw 10 speed road





Oil Co.., 247-2545. _
1974 MATADOR X, 360
V-8, automatic, double







and other parts, make
offer. Call after 6, 753-
0961.
1971 CHEVROLET
Caprice 2 door, hardtop.
1 owner car, air con-
ditioned, tilt wheel,
factory tape, very clean.




white top', nice car. Call
753-3378.






dealer. You've got a
good thing going with
Starcraft. Compete line
travel trailers, pop ups,
parts and accessories.
Toppers and used
campers. East 94 High-




















Also dealers for Volcano
II, the most efficient
wood- burner in










STRUCTION. If it takes
nails to mend or build




interior painting, no jobs
too small, reasonable






Ky. 753-0955 or 759-1667.
Anytime day or night
roof repair our
specialty.
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips
Call for free Estimate,





rocked and graded. All
kinds of pea gravel,




FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe' work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-5348.
QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air con-









Monday-Friday- 7:30-2:30 Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
PRICE HAIR CUT $1.50 PRICE SHAVE $1.25
CALL 753-4013
LICENSED ELEC-
411111.111111111111 TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating,
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
PIANO TUNING and
repair. Call Joe Jackson
at Chuck's Music
Center. 753-3882 or 753-
7149 after 6 p.m.
MITCHELL BLACK-
1968 CONVERTIBLE VW TOPPING - sealing,Rolls Royce, front entr patching striping For
New motor. Call 753-3231 free estimates call 753-





1976 MARAUDER 25' air-
conditioner and TV
antenna. Made for
camping or easy living.
A-1 condition, 753-7292.
OVER CAB CAMPER
slips in truck bed. Sleeps
4, has electric heater,
ice box, stove, sink, etc.
5600.436-2285.
SALE ON all 1978 models
in stock - save-save-
save. Paschall Campers
- your Nomad Travel
Trailer dealer, Hwy. 641











top with all glass for
1969 - 1972 Blazer or
GMC Jimmy - com-









roofs sealed: Call Jack












Drilling Co., 24 in. wells.




minor repair work by




exterior. Alsc, dry wall
finishing. 10 sears ex-
perience. Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley
Electric A. Gas Bill Highl
Did you know that plastic installed ellieeneeth your home couldsharply decrease your heating bill' We pallt and repair the outside of
our home, but never trunk of the damage midlatheath. Cold air and dam
prima with proper reattiatice uriO not pewalpate plastic. II will also helpprotect umiak rst, f s, diseases and molds
We treat tar insects Old plater and ventil
c.. FEll blonialles sod bloodies.
E PA CERTIFIED
. ,n1.1. ..Y:LIE.R1Ralarss& EESLCO NT Ilki,„.,,
i 













16th & Main St.
Phone 753-3322
ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Field






F R ALE, F-ssez s9y













WILL CARE for children
in my hcftne days. Prefer
ages one through four
full time. Reasonable ,




NEEDS, call or writsi








struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah,






Floored and reedy. up to 12 x 24. Also born style, offices, cottages,





*Dresden, TN., 2 BR home, NE of
Dresden off Hwy. 89.
•Cuba, KY. two and three BR home,
South of Cuba !ocated on Howard Canter
Road.
*New Concord, KY., 2 BR home. Owner
will finance easy terms low down
payment or will consider reasonable cash
offer.




Nucnot Saturday, August 19
10 IF 11:00 A.M. Rain or Shine
Waterfront cottage in beautiful Lake Way Shores, on Blood River, Kentucky lake.
LOTS-NO. 2-11-AND-2-35
Aluminum siding, built-in stove, carpeting, air
conditioned & TV antenna, community water.
Fronts with a beautiful Lake view, and has
Lake Way Shore ramp. privileges
18x24 ft garage, boat house or workshop with
electricity and concrete floor
Map to property. Follow the Boyd-Maiors signs
when you get to lake Way Shores Subdivision
TERMS: 10% down date of sale, balance with deed within 20
days.
-a • uks...416.• • .11.- rx-a -
JAMES R. CASH, Auctioneer
BOYD-MAJORS REAL ESTATE -
•







Village Center, US 641 N.
Phone 753-7411 Antyinre
OR




New 3 BR brick, 1 bath, with fireplace, priced to
sell, in Maplewood Subdivision one mile from
city limits.
ellTESION•11411 CISCLE
Brick and wood home with 3 large bedrooms and
21-2 baths. Home has gas heat also a fireplace, 9
closets and a great room 20'x28'. This home has
its own fire and burglar alarm system $73,500.
Waldrop Real Estate
7534646
,Ahr I oftts 436-2294
Pete Waldrop 7517249
lamer Austin 7114674






List your residential, farm, com-
mercial and lake property with us.
Contact our fine, experienced sales
staff for quick action and courteous
John C. Neubauer










— This four bedroom, brick house and five acres of..
land could be the dream come true for the young
couple just starting! House needs work but is
basically sound and jias lots of potential. Located





412 South 12th St.
Does Your Property Fit?
3-4 Bedroom home Alino-Almo Heights
area, small acerage. Maximum price
$55,000.00.
South of town moderen tri-level, must
have large master bedroom.
Call us today to sell your property!
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
F., slew, Located Southsnie Court SqUOI e
7 1 sos, Open Daily Monday Saturday
Phone 753-4451
New Listing Of The Week
NEA THE UNIVERSITY
A 3 bedroom house, corner lot withia...wialkt
distaacia of the university Rectirttfylinfired-in-
aide & out. All of the appliances di draperies,
llvtng room, family room, study &/or game





105$. 12:01ti1tg %It the
TS3- 7:1;•Nrerylpuch
Audra Moody 753 9036 Berbers Erwin 733-4136
Warren Shropshire 753-1277 11. Ileroli 753-2317







No matter how much you invest in your apartment, you can never
call it your home.
What are you able to show for a year's rent? Rent receipts, that's
what. It doesn't have to be. Singles can come up with a lot more for
their housing money today.
A pipe-dream? Not any more it isn't. Hone mortgage money isn't
"For Marrieds Only.'
Consider. By investing in your own home, you'll have...a real tax
_AtititerAnice.10..hav.e.Atilhiraflaticia_pushing...the cost--of-living higher-.--.. 
everymonth)...a hefty tax deduction for mortgage interest (if you
don't think that's so great, ask your homeowning friends)... and an
investment growing in value all the time (you can't say that about
your dollars in a savings account).
Interested? The best person to see is a REALTOR A professional




NEW LAKE FRONT HOME
-Ttrgr tittle- offered, brand new, "Never been
2,000 sq. ft., 3-4 bedroom, 2 bath brick
home. Excellent wooded LAKE FRONT lot on
the main lake, 154.6 ft. on the lake side! Restric-
ted subdivision, community water, blacktop
street, mail delivery and school bus. Large
cypress deck around 3 sides. Central heat and
air, fireplace, plush wall-to-wall carpet, well in-
sulated. All the extras you would expect in a
quality built home and at a down to earth price!
HAPPY FAMILY LIVING
Lovely and unique home on private 3 acre
wooded tract west of Murray. Home has
breathtaking 27' x 25' greatroom with fireplace
and hardwood plank floors. Electric Heat Pump,'
all modern conveniences plus a rustic, com-
fortable design add up to a pleasant life style for
you. Don't let this opportunity pass you by.
Phone us today for more information.
KOPPERUD
R EA1
Ph. 753-1222 711 Main
Sill Rayburn 766-4100 Marry Patterson 492-11302
Girl Anderson 753-7132 George Gallagher 153-1121
Bill kopporv4 753-1222
NEW LISTINGS
Step into the Past. . N you're the kind of person who
loves the grace of an older home, this is for you.. *lady
lot, cupola, porches_This home has recently been
redecorated with paneling, paper, carpet .. priced in the
Older brick, 3 bedrooms, hardwood floors. Could have
apartments In full dry basertierst. Setting on ap-




PLUSH IS THE WORD
3 Bedroom, 2 bath home in Lakeway Shores.
Lake access for residents. Plush modular home,
maybe the best insulated home in the county.
Living room, dining area, convenient kitchen
and more for only $22,500.
The Nelson Shroat Co.,REALTORS
759-1101
HELPING PEOPLE IS OUR BUSINESS"
vvesnsics
Marie Hicks 7594056 Lou Ann Philpot 753-6843
NlsonShröat 759-1716
Dave McGinnis 753-8538 Sam Harris 753-13061
REDUCED -
On lovely lot across from Green Plains Church.
Has large bedroorns down and 1 large bedroom
up. Closets galore. Carpeted, air conditioner,
OA well. An older home but roomy & com-
fortable. Acre lot with good garden spot and with
frontage on 2 roads. A modest price. $15,500.
905 Syromere
Prentice Dunn 753-5725 Louise Baker 753-2409
T. C. Collie 753-5122
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